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MlsSED OPPORTUNITY

The University Chlvnicle will not
publish on Monday.
The staff at UC wishes everyone a
Happy E.aster and Passover.

House
approves
funding

witli1atest
shieldlaw
by Kristin Albrecht

by Mandy Jackson

CO-NEWS EDITOR

As the cl~k struck midnight on Tuesday, the
State of Minnesota made it more difficult for law
enforcement to subpoena journalists' notes,
photographs and audio and videotapes.
Gov. Ame Carlson allowed the media shield
law to pass without his signature. The governor
had to sign or to veto the bill within three days or
it would automatically go into effect on Tuesday.
In a letter to Joan Anderson Growe, secretary
of state, Carlson said, "We do not provide such
confidentiality in a wide array of professional
relationships. Why should this one class of people
be singled out for such protection? Police, for
instance, .are bound· by very strict guidelines to
search for and obtain evidentiary information. I
would agree that if the media has the right to
scrutinize our operations in government, we
should also have the right to scrutinize theirs."
· "He (Carslon) has developed a pa.$Sionate·
feeling against the news media's behavior," said
Mark Anfinson, University Chronicle attorney. "I
can respect his perspective though, the media is
not perfect."
Linda Falkman, executive director of the
Minnesota Newspaper Association, was
disappointed Carlson didn't sign the bill.
"I wish he would had signed it because it
would had sent a stronger message," Falkman
said.
The media shield law protects journalists'
notes, photographs and tapes from a subpoena.
An exception to this law is if the reporter is the
only one with critical. evidence that could not be
obtained anywhere else, a subpoena could be
aJlowed.
·
The University Chronicle newsroom was
served with a search warrant on March 26 for
audiotapes of an on~campus emergency speak-out
assembly about ,,. race. The House of
Representatives approved the media shield bill
the same day, and the Senate previously approved
the bill utianimously.
"It was remarkable and gratifying the
legislature recognized the implications of this law
and the First Amendment," Anfinson said. 'They
realized what this will give people.
"With the shield law in place, if a subpoena is
attempted for the tapes it would have to be heard
through Steams County District Court," he said
''The request would have to prove that it met the
requirements of the shield law, and this would be
very hard to do."
Falkman said ,the shield law will especially
help smaller newspapers. She explained most
smaller papers don't have the time and staff to
look into laW enforcement situations.
"Even in the face of anti-press public
sentiment, this legislature has reiterated by
strengthening the shield law that the press needs
the benefit of a substantial privilege to remain free
from government intrusion," said Michael
Vadnie, University Chronicle adviser. ''This law
tips the scales in · favor of the press regarding
reporting data in most instances."

Co-NEWS EDITOR

SCSU may soon receive •new
money to help with an old problem.
The
Minnesota
House
of
Representatives passed a bill
Wednesday that includes $20 million
to bring SCSU and other institutions in
the Minnesota State Colleg~s and
Universities system closer to the level
of per student funding of other
institutions in MnSCU.
The House approved the bill that
will provide $73 million for higher
education funding with a 99-34 vote.
The final language of ·the bill was
approved Monday by a conference
committee. The next ·and final step is
:{: ~~· Ame &rlson to sign ou,eto
''The governor has indicated every
intention of signillg the bill," said Rep.

Joe Opatz, DFL-Dist. 16A.

Shane Opat,/PHOTO EDrTOR

Freshman Jesse Lesnau misses a fly ball In right center field Wednesday
afternoon at the lleldhouse diamonds during an intramural game. His team
named "The Softball Studs" lost the game 23-3.

~ holiday
by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

T

his Easter two SCSU students will
spend _ time repairing childhood
memories.
Brothers Matt and Andy Lynch have
spent the past week in shock and disbelief
after finding out Qleir home in St. Peter had
been destroyed in the Minnesota Valley
twisters on March 29.
Matt is a sophomore and Andy is a
freshman at
"My parents were here visiting us for the
weekend when the torna(,io hit;' Matt said.
"My brother Aaron, 21/ was in St.
Peter working as the night manager of

scsu.

Hardee's, and he called to tell us about the
toma40:·
Man and his parents returned home to
St Peter last Monday to find their house at

455 W. Skaro, still standing yet unlivable.
''I was in disbelief and amazemen_t when
I saw the destruction to our house,:• Matt
said. ''I was just home a week ago, and it is

According to SCSU President
Bruce Grube, before the legislative
session, Carlson recommended $12
million to be able to increase per
student funding for the three state
universities that receive less than the
per student funding mean.
Besides SCSU, the other two state
universities are at Mankato and
Winona.

Go TO BILL, PAGE 5•

wm be spent repairing

a

unbelievable how much our town has grandmother's house as well as our house,"
changed"
Matt said. "My mother's family lives in St
Peter, so my parents
Matt stayed in St.
Peter for an entire week
have been staying with
heJping to pick up and
my aunt and uncle."
Cyndi Lynch, Matt
put the pieces back
and Andy's mother,
together.
works at John Ireland
"I missed a week of
my job and c·lasses, but
Elementary School
My
the staff at W.W. "Holes
and Matt went to the
school Wednesday to
was
great
and
understanding aoout my
rip out carpeting and
absence," Matt said. "I
help clean it up.
kept in contact with one
''The elementary
of my professors through
and
high . school
e-mail, and all of my
Andy Lynch
(classes) are both
instructors
were
FRESHMAN AND TORNADO
- being held at the
elementary school,"
understanding."
VICTIM
Matt
said.
The National Guard
"Elementary is in the
showed up on Monday
afternoon to take charge. Tuesday and morning and high sc'!ool is in the
Wednesday it snowed, resulting in more afternoon."
damage to the Lynch's home.
"We boarded up windows to my great
Go T,> BR_()l)i_ER_S, PAGE 6 ~

initial

response was one
of both shock and
terror.
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CAMPus & CoMMUNDY BRIEFS ·
Auto break-ins, thefts
reported on campus
According to an infonnation alert posted
around campus, five vehicles in Q-Lot

can be reported to UPS or to the St Cloud
Police Department at 251-1200.

to 3:30 p.m., April 17 in the Atwood Theatre.
For more infonnation contact Gretchen
Tiberghien, Michael Vadnie or Dana Card at

First Amendment

255-3293.

Forum topic is set

Faculty plans to take

were vandalized and broken into during the
night of April 2 or early in the morning on
The
Department
of
Mass a strike vote
April 3.
Communications' 1998 First Amendment
Universi1Y Public Safety reported items Forum will focus on advertising Without
The Inter Faculty Organization, which
were stolen from some of the automobiles.
gender bias.
represents 3,200 faculty at the seven
The St. Cloud Police Department and UPS . This year's topic is ''Can fr Sell Without Minnesota state universities, has scheduled a
·
are cooperating in the investigation.
Sex?" Discussions, speakers and a. strike vote.
This vote, which includes the faculty at
Students with vehicles should remember moderator-led workshop will explore the
to lock them at all times and to not leave topic.
SCSU, is set for April 27.
valuables in their vehicles.
Speakers include Vickie Rutledge Shields,
According to Bruce Romanish, chainnan
Any suspicious activiiy should be reported a professor of women's . studies and ofIFO negotiations at SCSU, and Jim Pehler,
to UPS.
telecommunications at Bowling Green State president of the .Faculty Association, the
Also, if students park in a remote area, University in Ohio; Dan Haag, a freelance "faculty will probably approve · a strike
UPS offers an escort service. Call 255-4357 creative writer; and Carol Henderson, a authorization.
toe:_O!l~thelp. ,, . ,.
, ·.._.. ,,.
freelance creative, artist
Negotiations have gone on for 10 months
1be event is free and lasts from 8:30 am. with no success.
,_ ~y infonna.tio!l regarding these incidents

STATE, NATION & WoRID BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TONIGHT
Ghostbusters
This 1980s comedy
favorite is showing at 7 p.m.
tonight and Saturday and at
9:30 p.m. Friday and Sunday
in the Atwood Theatre.

The Blues Brothers
John Belushi and Dan
Aykroyd star in this classic
which is showing at 9:30
p.m. tonight and Saturday,
and at 7 p.m. Friday and
Sunday in the Atwood
Theatre.

FRIDAY
Drop deadline
The spring deadline to
drop classes is 7:50 p.m.

SUNDAY
Happy l:a~ter· .
University Chronicle is
taking a break for Easter
weekend. The next paper will
be April 16. ,

ANNOUNCEMENT
The deadlines for currently
enrolled veterans, reservists
•or dependehts to receive
edµcationa! assistance
,
during the summer sessions
need to apply before May 1O;
for the 1998-1999 academic
year by the end of spring
quarter. Drop off applications
in the Veterans Office,
Administrative Services 119.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News...
........... 3-6
Career and Money ................ .. 7
Commentary/Opinion.. ..... 8/9
Sports ..
.......................... 11
Div~rsions...
. .......·......... 15
Classifieds..
. ................ 18

The frustration level is · really high,
according to Pehler.
,
A strike authorization vote does not mean
the faculty will strike immediately. It simply
authorizes the board of directors of the Inter
Faculty Organization to call a strike at a time
the board deems right.
.
After strike authorization is approved, ~
IFO must infonn Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities as well as th~ Bureau of
Mediation Services of its intent to strike.
After the vote is approved, there must be a
10-day cooling off period. Then, the IFO can
schedule a strike anytime in the 20 days after
the cooling off period.
This move has been chosen because the
faculty and MnSCU are stalled in
negotiations. They are disputing the language
and figures in the contract.
A strike vote is planned also, because
MnSCU has refused to enter binding
arbitration, which would settle the dispute.

Alcohol abuse
shown to be
factor in crime

allowable blood-alcohol limits and
offenders were described as heavy
drinkers.

The
Justice
Department
reported alcohol abuse is a factor
in nearly 40 percent of violent
crimes commited in the United
States.
In survey results released last
Sunday, researchers estimated
nearly four of to violent felonies
were committed by someone who
had been drinking.
There are approximately three
million felonies commined each
year ...:. most of the offenders
are drunk men, according to the
suryey.
•
The level of drunkenness was
nearly three times more than

from No. 1 spot

'Titanic' sinks
''Lost in Space," a remake of the
old 1V series has knocked James
Cameron's "'Iitanic" f["Qm the No. 1
position.
"Titanic brought in $ l l .6
million - a 24-percent drop from
the previous weekend.
''Lost in Space," which stars
William Hun, Gary Oldman, Mimi
Rogers and Matt LeBlanc, was the
iceberg that sunk ''Titanic," earning
$20.5 million on its debut weekend.
Titanic has been at No. I for
nearly 16 weeks. It recently won 11
Academy Awards.

In October 1974, toilet paper waste
was creating a campus shortage.
Harold Agnew, building service.s
foreman, said SL Cloud State College
had been forced to borrow toilet paper
from other schools in the area since
May because statewide suppliers
could not meet the demand.
Agnew·said the state's central SI.ore
distributed commodities such as toilet
paper to the colleges on the basis of
need.
However, he noted sometimes the
storehouse was simply dried up.
Agnew cited Steams and Ho1es,
both freshman dormitories as the
worst violators. The residents of those
dorms were spreading toilet paper
over the floors, trees and corridors.
The cleaning equipment and
supplies budget had been cut from
$12,500 to $12,COO in the previous
year. Agnew ·said emergency funds
were available, but Auxiliary Service.s
had not needed to tap those resources.
student
Agnew
stressed
cooperation and consideration was
needed to help alleviate the shortages
and problems.

Hemingway
haunts his estate
The ghost of author Ernest
Hemingway has been reported to be
haunting the Finca Vigia estate,
which was his home in Havana,
Cuba
Witnesses
describe
Hemingway's ghost as a tall, redfaced man, who walks slowly and is
dressed in Bennudas, a light, baggy
shirt and leather sandals.
Employees of the estate, which
is now a museum, say they have
encountered the phantom on
several occasions.
One employee said the author's
spiijt would emerge during the full
moon and chase him down a track

CHronicle
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Novelist Ernest

on the grounds of the estate.
The Cuban employees say they
are terrified of the ghost.
One said Hemingway would
whisper in his ear on dark nights,
while another was so spooked he
hung·the key to the estate on a palm
tree and fled to his .home when he
saw th~ image of Hemingway.

Spanking is b ad
According to the American
Academy of Pediatrics spanking
as a fonn of discipline causes
children to become physically
aggressive in their teen years and as
adults.
lney said this may cause these
children to later approve of hitting a
spouse, or to spank their own
children. Other methods of
discipline are encouraged.

.,
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Speaker closes wom~~:_s history month
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

men make in the workplace, she said.
She called the economy one of
"macroeconcomic

expansion

·FoitY per'cent of bl~k hotnes and 35
perceTlt of white homes would be in poverty

and

without a woman's income, she said.
Women and the economy was the topic of microeconomic angst," in regard to the
·1be problem is the greatest number of
Wednesday night's Women's History Month . difference between upper and lower class.
. jobs opening up for women in the near future
keynote speaker.
Those with money in stocks are pleased are clerica1 and cashier positions, which pay
Julianne Malveaux's presentation was when the stock market rises. she said. But · between $350 and $248 a week.
entitled "Rights and Wrongs: Women's those working at the business are hurt when
Status in the U.S. Economy." She spoke in cutbacks are announced in response ·to the

Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
stock market rise.
The discussion focused on the
''What we need to do is see that the good
connections between women and the news crowds out issues of need;' Malveaux
economy, and how that affects their political said.
and social status in this country.
One form of this crowding is when
Jane Olsen, director of thC ·women's women's issues and ideas are left out of the
Center, int.rpduced Malveaux as a respected economy.·
hell raiser.
"Women make up 10 percent of Congress
"I had dfe iood fortune to hear Dr. and 52 percent pf the population," s~ said.
Malveaux at a conference," Olson said.
There would be more focus and decisions
"Halfway through I knew it was important to 'made on issues such as child care and sexual
bring her to our campus."
harassment if the numbers were changed and
Malveaux began her speech by thanking Congress was 90 percent women, she said,
the Women's Center and their efforts to Her statements were met with applause.
promote Women's History Month.
Malveaux spoke of people in society who
"It always amazed me that 52 percent want to return to women staying home. She
of the population only get a month," she said we don't need to go back, we need to go
said.
forward.
She had also celebrated Pay Equity Day
In 1848, she said, women could not vote,
on April 3, she said.
own property, deny sexual activity to their
Pay Equity Day is the day when women husband or keep their own wages.
who began working on Jan. 1 of the previous
"We don't want to return to that," she said.
year catch up to the amount of pay recieved
The way things changed were from the
by men in the same position by Jan. 1 of this Sufferagettes putting pressure on people.
year. .
.
"The pay gap didn't close and things
Last year, Pay Equity Day was celebrated didn't change overnight," Malveaux said.
on April 11.
'There was pressure and people willing to put
"We are making progress, but slowly. This themselves on the line."
year we shm:tened it by a week," Malveaux
Malveaux said those with idea that
said. "At the rate we are going it will be 2030 women should return to the home were
before we close the gap."
· overlooking the .fact that some women need
Women make 74 cents to the dollar that to work.

Malveaux has an array of titles, including
econimist,
writer, · -~olumnist
and
televisi~n{~aiQ co,nmeptatOr.
She is currently the host and ~utive
produce~ of 'The Julianne Malveaux Show."
Her work has been published in numerous
publications including USA Today and Block
Issues in Higher Education.
She has appeared on PBS and
CNN programs due to her expertise in this

area.

;

Malveaux graduated from Boston
University, from where she went on to earn
her Ph.D. in Economics from Massachusetts
.Institute of Technology.
She speaks about the economy, public ·
policy, labor market, gender and race many
' times a year. This includes giving:
presentations' -tO civic ·and : 001,Jege•·grouJ)s
regardingworilen's'rights. •' -· , · ·
In 1987, Malveaux was honored as a
''Black Woman Who Makes It Happen" by
the National Council of Negro Women.
This award was given to her for work with
· the legislature and her status as a black
woman in the labor market.
Malveaux was originally scheduled to

' ~~~~ 2:.•._~t.":'.~~~~~~~~ ·~}_,
This is the conclusion of ttie· ;Wom'a\'?st.J
Cetileir•s··· C'ainpus<' ~cCiVitiCS~n ~etebtalihg
National Women's History Month. This year
Julianne Malveaux spoke Wednesday is the 150th anniversary' of- the- women's
night In Kimberly A. Ritsche rights movement
This is the eighth year the Women's
Auditorium as part of Women's History
Center has celebrated the month with
Month at SCSU.
speakers and events celebrating wo~n.
March's activities included several
She said the status of women in society speakers, a film festival and a daily radio
and issues such as health care are not women- broadcast focusing on women's issu~ played
friendly.
on KVSC 88.1-FM.
Shane Opatz/STAFF PHCJroGRA.PHER

by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

An SCSU survey revealed most students are

satisfied with what is being done with their
student fees.
Th~ survey was given to 422 students
through the SCSU telephone lab from Jan. 27 to
29. The students' names chosen for the survey
were provided by Administrative .ComW:!ter ...
'.' ' Services. ,..,.;
• •", ' ..le ', (.J~.
The survey consisted of ab&u~50~Mifilffi!s,H
and many of the categories were Compared to-a
surveY conducted in 1993 of about 500
students. The results were grouped into seven
basic categories.
Julia PeUrso/itAssOCTATf: EDfTOR
"The demographics of this survey matched
Jeff Torguson, geography professor, practices geographic techniques with his Geography 382 class in the Spatial
almost exactly with the university," said John
Analysis Research Center. The SARC helps students simulate the actual job tasks they will be facing in their Mures.
Baker, one of the student directors. "This
included year, birth dates, gender and race."
Baker gave a presentation .of t!ie !'e5ul4 _on
Monday in Stewart Hall. The othei twb.s~den!
ditectors', Amanda Gaetz ·arid 'Jasbn-RiCC;·were·<
by Julia PetefSOI!
"We set up a contract where St. Cloud
One of the ongoing projects is the . rtot present. Baker 'a'lso asked 'Matt Trtiffible'y,"
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
State students could get real life exj>erience, relation of noise complaints at Camp Ripley
fee-allocation
chairman
for
Studenl
and in tum, we could get quality products to weather conditions, Bixby added.
Goverpment, to answer questions relating to
SCSU students studying Geographic from them," Swensen said.
There are also overlays in the GIS maps
Student Government.
Infonnation Systems may have an
Swensen said the contracts include hours with different sets of infonnation to analyze.
In the survey, 55 percent of students agreed
opportunity to gain real-life experience due and pay for the students who will be These overlays will be created and used
they were getting their money's worth. This
to a $33,619 contract between the· Spatial emplciyed in the project spring and summer by the students using aerial photographs
compares to 43 percent in the '93 survey. The
Analysis Research Center and the of 1998. Bixby said a $19,000 exteilsion of and Global Positioning System, Swensen
mean of fees paid per quarter is $178, and in '93
Minnesota Department of Military Affairs.
the contract is being negotiated for faJI said.
this was $193.
According to Bob Bixby, director of the 1998.
Bixby explained working with
Trombley said students on average pay $1~3
SAR,C, this contract is the first under a
Swensen and Bixby explained GIS is a infonnation graphically is much easier than
per quarter, and they are satisfied with this
Memorandum of Understanding negotiated mapped area which represents the surface of working with tabular data. "This type of
amount of money.
in July of 1996. Its purpose is to prepare a the earth. Each feature on the map has infonnation system is working in all fonns
In the Intercollegiate Athletic Events and
spatial infrastructure database for the locations of annories, training bases, of government."
lntramuraJ Sports category the survey showed
Department of Military Affairs.
address listings and other infonnation stored
"It's a win-win situation for SCSU and
39 percent of the students attend between One.
Gary Swensen is an SCSU alumnus and in -a table. By searching the map on a us,'.' Swensen said.
and-five athletic 7vents each qii~'.:.,~·.'. :,.i :·.~:.·. ·
the GIS manager in the environmental office computer screen, the students can bring up . ~
F-o ,- m
~or
-e
~ in-fo~~~.-ti-on- ~
abo
- ut- t-he-,~
SA
~R
~C~,
al Camp Ripley.
these tables.
contact Bob Bixby at 255-2170. ·
. Go TO FEES,.PAGE 6.•

Center creates job experience_
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University alumni coordinate 11th
annual Multiple S~lerosis Walk
Together with their ~ experiences,
Hamerlinck and Spier-Hamerlinck have spent
long hours hammering out the details of the

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Looking for a way to contribute to a good
cause while getting some exercise and

enjoying free food and entertainment?
Then register to join the St. Cloud area
and eight other locations in Minnesota in
activities for the I Ith annual Multiple

Sclerosis Walk, April 19. The MS Walk is in

ApoUo.

support of <ihe Minnesota Chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
Peter Hamerfi'nck and Nicole Spier-

Along the route, there will be fully
supported and stocked rest areas with food,
dririk and firs~ aid. Rides will also be
a.vailable for those who feel they cannot make
it the rest of the way.
· At the end of the course, participants can
obtain a complimentary lunch provided by
Appert Foods, Barrel O' Fun, Bemick's Pepsi
and Deli Express. Entertainment will be
provided by sponsors STAR 96, KlZZ- The
Power Loon, the Sartell Jazz l3and and the
drum line Kramer's Krackerjacks.
Prizes are available on an individual and
team basis including T-shirts, sweatshirts and
gift certificates, and the top.prize is eligibility
for a trip to Mexico in 1999.
"In the past, Kramer's Krackerjacks have
brought a lot of life into the event shouting
out encouragement," Spier-Hamerlinck said.
"'They've done drum lines as people walk in
at the end."
Hamerlinck said the event often starts out
with strangers walking side by side, but
.eventually everyone starts talking with each
other and sharing their stories.
"People begin to talk to each other and tell
each other how MS ls related to them,"
Hamerlinck said. ''It's almost as if it were a
one-day support group."
In the past, people have written on shirts
or signed names of peoj)le with MS they are
supporting. Participants can also be matched
with a soul mate to walk for.
'"Iliis gives the MS Walk something more
tangible and lets people with MS know thai
someone really does care," Hamerlinck said.
The demographics of participators is
wide-ranged. There are often students and
families with strollers, wagons and dogs.

Hamerlinck, SCSU aJumni and husband and
wife, became involved with the MS Walk
when Spier-Hamerlinck's mother was
diagnosed with MS in 1991. Since the couple
joined in the fight against MS, they have been
participators in the walk as well as volunteers.
Hamerlinck and Spier-Hamerlinck
coordinate the St. Cloud MS Walk.
Hamerlinck graduated with a bachelor of arts
degree in politi~al science.,in 1989 and SpierHamerlinck graduated with a bachelor of
science· in mass· commUnicati'onSin 1990. ·,.
Volunteering led Spier-Hamerlinck 1o
become more involved and help with
coordinating the MS Walk for one year before
taJcing over the coordinating position with her
husband.
Spier-Hamerlinck said she expressed
interest in being called to the Twin Cities
coordinator position. She was offered the
position when the previous coordinator quit.
In the fall of 1994, the couple began
working as coordinators when the previous
coordinator resigned, but not before obtaining
all his secrets.
"The fonner coordinator gave us his
infonnation, contacts and tricks," SpierHamerlinck said. "If it weren't for him, we'd
be sunk."
The couple said experiences in college
prepared them for the coordinating position
of the MS Walk.
"When we were in college we were
involved with Young Democrats, which
carried over," Hamerlinck said.
According to Spier-Hamerlinck, she
gained insights on how to contact people
from her involvement with Public Relations
Student Society of America, Habitat for
Humanity and the University Chronicle.

t:\

MS \Valk.
The MS Walk begins at Apollo High
School where walkers can check in between
8 and 9 a.m. From Apollo, participants follow
a seven-mile course winding through north
St. Cloud, the downtown area and back to

\

-

.

Registration forms are available at any
Brauns Fashions location or by calling

1he MS Society at 1-800-FIGHT-MS.

Kristine While/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU alumni Peter Hamerlinck (top) and his wife Nicole Spier-Hamerlinck are the
organizers of this year's annual St. Cloud Chapter MS Walk on April 19. Also
pictured is their daughter Maria and Nicole's mother Barb Spier who was
diagnosed with MS in 1991.
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University
Public
Safety' very serious nature. "Murder, rape,
recently issued a new quarterly robbery,
aggravated assault,
report designed to make students, burglary, auto theft are certain types
faculty and staff more aware of all of arrests. Arrests which are
criminal activity on or near alcohol, drug or weapons-related
campus.
must be reported," Heckendom
The repoi;t lists and charts said.
crimes as they are reported to
The numbers of crimes of this
vario~ organi2¥iors and advocaCy . niJ,tlire , ¥C very .low at SCSU;
groups ,requjred to deal with these · '.ttierefore, the university is
incidents. Previous reports listed attempting to give a more realistic
information meeting the minimum picture of the problems existing in
requirements of the Student Right- the campus area.
To-Know and Campus Security Act
'The report is a more concerned
of 1990; however, this new report response to issues the students and
exceeds those requirements.
employees of lhis university are
Miles Heckendom ill, director concerned with," Heckendorn said.
of UPS, said, "University Public "We are attempting to be more
Safety is basically responsible to realistic, more accurate in
put out limited or certain types of reporting, to give the most realistic
da1a relevant to certain crimes on picture of our campus to address,
campus."
those issues that need to be
The supplementary infonnation addressed."
added is a more detailed extension
The quarterly report includes the
based o~ the pf?3.C!ive.efforts of~ number and statistical breakdown
admin~!fatj_~ of, tpis_~ive~sity. : qf _raciall;y motivated incidents,
Heckeildoi:ri,fl~~· ·,•
incidents motivated by bias toward

sexual orientatio~, gender/sexual

·::f:ent incidents and sexual

l
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Although
the
Family
• 35 inadeols~or reported lo UPS
Educational Rights and Privacy Act
• neady half o( the lnddenls related lo bias against sexual
protects the academic records of
orientation
perpetrators of crimes committed,
• 11 radally motivared incidenls
there are some repercussions
• seven cases o f ~ assault/harassment
criminals may face.
Lee Bird, vice president of
Student Life and Development, Bill of Rights requires ·schools also known as the ''Clery Bill," was
explained, "It doesn't show on their develop po_licies to deal with created in memory of Jeanne Clery.
transcript, but all disciplinary sexual assaults on campuses and to Howard and Connie Clery started
records are kept for a minimum of provide certain assurances to the nonprofit organization Security
five years. If you want to be a police victims.
On Campus, Inc. in 1987, after
officer, if you want to join the
Heckendorn said there is their daughter was raped and
Marine Corps, if you want to get a legislation pending which will murdered in her donnitory
law degree, there are a lot of people make additional changes to the at Lehigh University in I986.
that will check back into - reporting
The Student Right-To-Know
requirements
for
diSCipllnary records."
academic
institutiQnS.
"For and Campus Security Act of 1990
The Student Right-To-Know example, one of the changes. that is is the resub of their efforts, The
and Campus Security Act mandates being proposed by Federal Clerys wanted to infonn academic
colleges and universities establish legislation is that a]! alcohol-related communities throughout the nation
and disclose campus security incidents would have to be about the importance of awareness
policies. The legislation also reported." Currently, only those to campus violence.
requires the disclosure of alcohol-related incidents that result
disciplinary proceeding outcomes in a ticket or citation must be For additional information,
visit Security On Campus, Inc.
to crime victims.
reponecl.
A 1992 amendment called The
The Student Right-To-Know web site at www.soconline.org.
Campus Sexual Assault Victim's and Campus Security Act of 1990,

uN~Wtciu-oiiic1.e

late-night drink specials ffi:.trouble -~
representatives of St. C.,oud City Council, the would be unmanageable, because it would
city attorney's office, _the city cleric.'s office, ,require. all bars to tum in a price list every
the St. Cloud· Police Department, the St. time a price was changed.
Cloud Hospitality Association and anY other
~·It 'has been an agreement in past years
liquo_r license holder wishirig to be a'inong members of the St. Cloud Hospitality
represented, re-organized after a six- to Association to not use late-night dcink
seven-month break to di~ the amendmt:nt specials to attract customers.
to the ordinance.
The .wociation had rules in the past for its
The Liquor Task Force functions as a go- .,, membei:s to fol!Ow. These rules include the
by Christine Larter
between for the liquor establishments and the definitions of . deep discounting and
STAFF WRITER
City of St. Cloud.
promoting responsible drinking at the
"We· hope to create a situation in the establishmenL
'
Danger lingers in the fate of locaJ latelanguage of · the ordinance where
Not every liquor establishment is
night chink specials.
establishments
can't
violate
it,"
said
John
represented
by
the
St.
Cloud
Hospitality
The topic . of the Liquor Ti\Sk Force's ·
discussion at cify hall April 1 revolved aiound Severson, city coun/:il, member. 'The Association.
TheLlquorTaskForcehasseveralreasons
_an amendment ,to ~xisting ordinance._The associ_ation wants · to tighten up the
for wanting to make the !lgreement into a
discussion was about making late-night drink loopholes."
Two main topics discussed at the meeting legal binding ordinance.
'
specials illegal after 9:30 p.m. to c\lrb.
included banning all drink specials and
"It seems !!Very two to three years
irresponsible drinking.
.
"Every person who owns .a liquor allowing the increase of the size of a drink members begin to deviate from the
agreement," Severson said. '1bey decide to
establishment would like to have responsible , without,increasing the 'pric~.
A third proposed change involves no have drink specials outside of ·the nonnal
drinking," said James Martin, vice president
specials after 9:30 p.m.
happy hQUrs.-Deep discounting and multiple
of the St. Cloud Hospitality Association.
Rick Gaetz, owner of The ~ed Carpet specials are in nobody's interests.''
The Liquor Task Force, consisting of
Nightclub, said the third type of .situation
_Deep discounting ~ludes offering drinks

Liquor Task Force to ·
consider amendments
to local ordinances,
ban drink-Specials ·

at 30 to 35 ~~t(?fthe fu)I priCf. ,Drinks~r

often offered , as . two-ior-on~s-- ~The.~-~...
amendment wouRi alSO affect cover chargts. ·
The Liquor· Task Force collectively
believes the late-night drink speciaJs are
encouraging irresponsible drinking and
eventually lead to public drunkenness,
according to Martin.
·
- "I personally feel they haVe · tO -have
something. for people wh:d are deep
discounting," Martin said. "We are trying to
protect the liquor C$blishments by settling
the ordin"ance." ·; Severson sai~ the liquor establishn:ients
will be ecooomically sound without late- .. ~
night drink specials. The profit margin of ~
selling dri~ at normal .price wijl tie·t]ie same.
~ -if the liquor' t':Stal)lishment viei'e", Offering
drink special,.
"
.
'1 lhink we're making some headway, but
nothing's been agreed to," Gaetz;said '
A hearing regarding Item 19, Ordinance
An_lending Liquor:_ Licensing by Promoting
Responsible Coruumption, is scheduled for
April'n.

STAFF WR!TER
percussion.
"Events Without A Cause" is a ·
The
music
composition
department will host a recital at 8
unique work which involves a
p.m. April 13, in the Performing
COmputer as part of the SQng, and
Arts Center. Andy Kopp and Jeff
was written to include drums and a
·vigness
are
the
students
saxophone.
·
performing, and they will perform
''The computer will use random
original compositions. They are the
sequencing in coordination with the
first composition majors to host a,
drums." Vigness said.
recital.
Another song was written while
1be composition pro_gram began
Vigness studied abroad oil •the
last year, and is an emphasis within
Czech Republic program this last
the bachelor of arts degree.The
fall, _and the,PJQgram,w~ for IT!,Wtk.~.:.•~
prygi:am emphasiz~s musical
and art majors only.
. u .- .
theory and the composition of
"The song was·perfor(lied in the
music, and students are required to
Czech , Republic," Vigness sa'id..;,,
take six quarters of composition.
"This is the first til11e-it'has been ·
The director of the composition
performed here.'' ·
program is Scott Miller.
1be sorig uses the Czech name,
"A professor will assign a
written in English, ''Tridnes
composer, a style, or a theme for us
Volomouc," which means ''lbree
to analyze and to model our own
days in Olomuc.'' The SOng will be
work after," Kopp said.
performed on the trombone and
The teacher designates certain
viola
aspects of a work or piece for the
Vigness has also been accepted
Kristine
WhiJe!STMF
PHaroGRAPHER
students IQ study.
into a graduate program in
Most of the mus,c the students • Seniors Andy Kopp and Jeff Y-,gness discuss $heel music for the first music composition recttaJ composition at the State Univen.ity
~~;m=~~•~~": 6 p.m, Monday In the Perfonnlng Arts Center. It Is the first time or1glnal worfc will be presented.
of New Yodc at Buffalo.
..
Beeth
B h and M
•
. .,
"
. .
~ "Al~~gh the cqmpos1t1on ,:_
reason for studying modern
oven, ac
ozart are
be performed on · soprano 1be .~pes.. and. Meditation or -. pro~m 1lere· is , ~ relati\l'ety-. music is to focus on where music not emphasized studies.
. saxophone.
Love. All tliree songs are duets.
new ~rogram ' it is a e:ood
is noW· and what in - direction
Kopp is one of the students
"These three pieces , are the
. Jeff_ Vigness , is•.~ the .• other·<' program."VigndSS.:ilaid~~ork
the music is moving. , P_
performing in the recital
'1be
· ~ ~ ofKothepp said.fi~ that will i>t:rformmg student, , ~ •~ be ~.r r learned to do here .~Iped_;me get
Traditional com~rs sucti as
He will pelform five original
.,.,. •..,. .._,,
will perform four-,- ongmal . - into graduate school.''
•
pi~. and three of the songs will
The three songs are "JAM," compositions. One song is

:!"?cJ

Bill PAGE;
The legislature has alSO included ~year
institutions in MnSCU in the funding
disparityissue.
. . .
Also, the House added language IQ allow
the funding increase to cmtribute to student
success·while the Senate-added language for
increa$ing technology with the $20 million as
.well.
Gene Gilchrist, vice president of
Academic Alrairs, said the pas.sage of the bill
bringS' an end to a struggle that has lasted
· more than 20 years.
'11 has been a long struggle for SCSU,"
Gilchrist said. He said Grube deser,es cn:dit

foe~~:,

,rt1fi"'

~i!,,the
has been
called historic because of the recognition of
the inequity of per student funding disparities
by both the House and Senate within the
legislature.

_·

_

..it's the most' Important piece · of
legislation ~ for this institution during
my time at this university," Grube said.

reduce the funding disparities., but MnSCU _ overall budget instead of taking money away
will be distributing the money.
from any instilQtions. .
,. '
.
''Regardless of .the figure it .will be a
Grube explained some of the reasons f6r "substantial boost to the campus," Grube said. recent support in· the state for ending the ,..
He said SCSU C®ld receive anywhere from funding'. disparities. He attributes the support
During the time this funding formula was $2 ~Ilion lO almost $5 million. This would .... to the ~vernor and lieutenant governor who
in place, SCSU's enrollment experienced be in addition to the near $40 million scsu care al:l(Qt s~u. a strong local delegation
significant laige growth.
receives in state appropriations.
and this'. year's state budget surplus.
"As scsu grew and others stayed smaller,
Opatz explained the bill also added $23
''The key factor \was the governor's
we got less and others got more," Qilchrist milliQn to the base funding for MnSCU for recommendation before the legislafure went
said. However, ·he said the legislature has the next "fiscal year, which begins July 1.
into session," Gnibe said. He . said the
'Tu.-cnty three million translates into $2 legislature pays attention to · issues .the
re'alize.dthe ,funding fommla was unfair since
SCSU has been experiencing a ie,,:J of per million for SCSU, plus more with the governor is concerned abouL He added the
student funding of up IQ 15 percent below reduction of disparities.," Opatz said. He said legislature takes pride in education in ·
other universities.
SCSU could be looking at $4 million in Minnesota.
Adisparity for SCSU of 5 pe=nt below additional funding for the next fiscal .year.
Another reason for the support is the bill
the· mean would be fair Grube said, but not
"The good news is it's permanent helpsnotonlythreestateuniversities.,butalso
the 14 to 20 percent that it has seen. He said·. fimding;' Gilchrist said. In the past, more two-year colleges, Grube said. ~ ·
SCSU has been rwihing on a shoestring money was not given to institutions far below
''A lot of faculfy lobbied for this one,"
budget.
the per student funding mean because the Grube said. He "said . the ·scsu Faculty
· The exact amount of money SCSU will perception was that money would have to be Association joined him in - talking · to
receive is yet to be determined. The taken from those with smaller enrollments. legislators.
legislature ~ a l ~ the $20 -million to The current proposal w_ill add money to the

Gilchrist explained the old funding

fonnula Was based on "economies ofscale."
For the first 2,CXXJ students, universities ~
funded the same. After that, les.s money was
received per studenC

l
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Brothers

Fees

PAGE 1

SCSU students in shock over
devastation of losing their
home, childhood memories
Terry Lynch, Man and Andy's father, works in Glencoe,
and once they settle everything with the insurance

company, he can go back to work.
Andy headed home for the first time on Friday.
"My initial response was one of both shock and terror,"
Andy said. "Most of my family live in St. Peter, and the sixyear-old boy who was killed is my third cousin, although
we didn't know him that well." ·
His parents were released from the hospital today, and
the funer; l is this weekend."
Andy stayed in St. Cloud to attend classes last week but
witnessed the destruction on the news.
"It was hard to concenti-ate on anything, ·and 'I didn't
get any work done last wee_k ," Andy said. '::Ct was tough
to watch the news and only see clips of the destruction.
I wanted the camera to show my house, I wanted to see
how bad it was, but I couldn't idemify anything in the

town."
The Lynches have lived il1 St. Peter in the same house
for 16 years and plan on rebuilding on the same lot. Matt
and Andy are still in shock over the devastation of losing
their home.
"I was to,-ally shocked when I first saw our house,"
Andy- said. "J;:ven t,hough, I saw the news, I was in disbelief
~ ause my house fs still standing, and from the outside it
doesn't look that bad, but the inside is completely
destroyed."
"We have a great neighborhood," M.itt said. "We like
our neighbors, and they like us, so we have both agreed to
rebuild on the same lots."
"It is crazy to think about what we saw, and it is Still in
the front of our minds," Andy said.
Both Matt and Andy will be returning home every
weekend to help clean up. Andy is hoping to work in St.
Peter at a hotel which suffered only minor damages. Matt
will be moving home or to New Ulm and commuting to
work construction in the city clean-up.

Brothers Matt (foreground) and Andy's house was
destroyed by tornadoes on March 29 in St. Peter. Shane Opati/PHoro EDrroR

OffRrin<J thR bcut in Jtucknt Houlinq
•Dishwashers
•Microwaves •Laundry Facilities·
•Air Conditioners •Security
•Reseived Parking
•Utilities Paid
•Close to Campus

Time i.r runninq out, Call Toda11!

Uonfused
about
Computers?

1.0S-7789 or 41.0-11.90

Let the Academic
Computer Service help
you solve all of your
computer problems by
attending any of these
various computer
workshops.

Friday. April HI

Microsoft Excel:10 a.m .-noon

Free Muffins!
Free Donuts!
Free Cookies!

Tuesday. April 14

E-mail: 3-5 p.m.
Job Searching on the internet: noon-1 p.m.
Intro to the Internet: 6:30-8:30 p.m.

Bring This Coupon to Gretel's for
Your FREE Treat!
Offer Good from 2-8pm
Monday-Friday

Must Have Coupon To Redeem Treat!
One treat Per Coupon

l'GoodlhruApril 10, 1998 ,

Thursday, April 9, 1998
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KARAMARK I

~------------------------~

Wednesday. April 15
E-mail: noon-2 p.m.

Thursday. A~rll 16

Dial-up Access to Campus etwork: 1-2 p.m.
Intro to Microsoft Word: _6:30-8:30 p.m.
All workshops are held in Centennial Hall room 134.
No registration is required for these workshops,
but arrive early to ensure a seat.
For more information contact the Academic Computer
Seivices HelpDesk at 2077
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It was revealed 37 percent do
not attend any events,
Eighty percent of tho students
are in favor of continuing to pay for
attending athletic events in their
student activity fees. Trombley
explained this was in relation to a
referendum voted on last spring. He
noted these results ·were very close .
to the students :who voted.
This category also questioned
whether students would be willing
to pay a small fee to continue to
participate in intramural sports.
About 60 percent said they would
be willing.
'"This proposal · is not on the
table at the present,",Trombley said.
"We never want to charge for
intramurals unless we need the
extra revenue."
In the category of Specific
Student Activities and Fees, the
most supported event was speakers.
About 75 percent of the students
said speakers are important. Second
overaJI in the study were student
conferences and seminars, which
were listed at 70 percent. Bringing
popular,
well-known
bands
received the least support, with 54
percent.
Under
Student
Services,
students were asked how many
times in the past two months they
used Eastman Fitness Center - 82
percent do not use Eastman.
Trombley and Baker both
attributed this to outdated
equipment. Most of the equipment
more than 10 years old.
The most used service was the
Market in Atwood Memorial
Center - 77 ~i'cent use the Market,
compared to 52 percent in '93.
"Since '93, ARAMARK has
made a real effort to make the
Market more accessible to
students," Trombley said. 'They
started extended hours until 10
p.m., and a big contributor is the
Husky Bucks program."
The results also revealed a
decrease of 36 percent since '93 in
the number of students who use the
city bus and Campus Clipper bus
services. Only 24 percent use the
buses, compared to 61 percent in
'93.

Trombley said in research he has
done on this topic, people who
drive don't want to pay for bus
) services for others. In this respect
the cost outweighs the social good.
Another decrease is in the
number of students who have
received medical consultations in
the past two months. In '93 it was
reported as 4 t percent, and in ' 98 it
is I8 percent
'
Trombley said in the past five
years Health Services was free to
students because of a co-payment
plan. Now there is a minimum fee
of $5, and students tend to pick and
choose more when to use Health
Services.
The last category is how many
times students attended cultural
programpiing in the past two
months. It was surveyed 57 percent
didn't attend, and a little more than
60 percent had attended at least one
movie, .speaker or film.
Balcer said the sul'Vey has a
confidence level of 95 percent and,
98 percent of the questions' results
Were provided at the presentation. ·
Additional materials on this
survey are available by

contacting the sU1vey's faculty
directors Stephen Frank and

Steven Wagner at 255-4131.
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Northwest presents fresh tastes
A little piece of
Seattle comes to
Minne,sota with
food ancf:.drink

-llr!,::-:;;i""I!!

existence. HowevJr, the employees

of downtown busmesses have
discovered it.
·..1 really like the people and the
clientele from the surrounding
community," Taylor said.
Moving to a new _location has
created some challenges for the
owner.
"Keeping it organized and
staying on top of thii:igs is tough,"
Taylor said. "Working the bugs
out and keeping the customers
happy are chaJlenging."
"Keeping up with a bigger
place is a bit challenging," Kay
said.
The Taste of Seattle is a smoke
free environment, provides games

by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

A building which sat idle for 15
years has had new life breathed into
it. A chance for the St. Cloud area to
increase its already robust economy
has come in the fonn of another
coffee shop.
"Business is very good," said
Tammie Taylor, owner of The Taste
of Seattle.
Since March 30, The Taste of
Seattle has a new place to call
home. It recently moved from its
former location in Sauk Rapids.
The Taste of Seattle offers a
whole line of espresso, coffees,
sandwiches and a soup and bread
bar.
The drinks are served in a
unique environment, from behind
an old fashioned bar.
The drinks include
many
choices. The selection includes ice
drinks, Italian Sodas, ice cream, ice
smoothies, malts and shakes. All
coffee is from the Seattle's Best line
of coffees.
"I used to Live in Seattle for 24
years and decided it was time to
bring the coffee of Seattle to

i~~~~!=·

Shane

Opatz/PHOTO EDffOR

Tammie Taylor, owner of Taste of Seattle, moved her business from Sauk Rapids to the Daniel
Building in downtown St. Cloud, March 30. Taylor lived in Seattle for 24 years.
Minnesota," Taylor said. " Almost
everything is Seattle related"
The five sandwiches offered are
the Space Needle, Mt. Rainier,
Simply Seattle, The King Dome

and The Port.
"All of our sandwiches are
named after significant things in
Seattle," Taylor said.
'The Space Needle is the most

popular sandwich around," said
Beloy K:i.y, assistant manager of
The Taste of Seattle.
Because of the new location,
many students do not know of its

andA~~!:
is ·al~
available for privacy.
A speciaJ offer is valid through
the month of April. The offer is to
buy one latte drink and get
one free with a friend. This discount
is
only
available
to
SCSU students and faculty.
Delivery is available for
sandwiches and coffee to the
SCSU
campus
and
other
surrounding areas.
The Taste of Seattle is currently
accepting applications for parttime help.
·
The Taste of Seattle is located
at 27 7th Ave S. In the
Daniel building.
Hours are Monday through
Friday 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

Saturday 8 to 5 p.m ..

Education continues outside the classroom
by Samantha Kleinfehn
STAFF WRITER

Spring brings al;>out many changes.
Besides the change in the weather, there are
other significant changes taking place at

scsu.

Some of these changes include the start of
a new quarter with new classes and new
faces.
~

One new face some Mitchell Hall
residents may recognize is sophomore John
Kitzrow. He is the newest addition to the
residential hill staff.
Recently hired, spring quarter as an
residential adviser, he will be in charge of
House 11 in Mitchell I:lall.
1be qualifications a person must meet,
according to the R.A. application include
completing a minimum of 36 credits and

Shane OpaJz/PH0TO EDfTOR

J_ohn.Kilzrow, sophomore, is a residential adviser for Mitchell Hall. He began his
job in Match. He would like to impact lives as his has been impacted.

obtaining a cumulative grade point average of my major," Broda! said.
2.25. Other reqµirements include having
She is an elementary education and art
previously lived in the residence halls and education major. She can apply this by
having been active in residence hall activities. making bulletin boards, handling conflict
"I wanted to be more
situations, and gaining
involved, meet new
organizational skills.
people, and have the
"R.A. 's play a critical
experience, so\ applied to
effect for their residents
be an R.A.,"· Kitzrow
at their first year of
said. .
know
Jessica Broda! is a
junior and a new R.A. in
can."
is theyAccording
W.W. Holes as of fall
to Kitzrow,
1997.
the job of being an R.A.
She was a transfer
is a hard, but meaningful
student last year. Broda!
one.
said living in the
He explained R.A.'s
residence halls and
are
constantly
becoming an R.A. has
responsible for their
helped her be more
residents.
involved at SCSU and
"We are on duty 24
John Kitzrow
gain many of her
hours a day, and seven
RESIDENTIAL ADVISER FOR
friendships.
days a week," Kitzrow
MITCHELL HALL
Kitzrow said his
said.
residential staff had a big
An R.A. works a few
impact on him. 1bis made him want 10 nights each week doing a variety of things.
Kitzrow said these tasks may include
become an R.A.
Kitzrow has lived in Mitchell HaJI for letting residents back. into their room if they
nearly two years.
get locked out and helping with the check-out
"I feel very aware of how the residentiaJ process at the end of the year.
halls work," said Kitzrow.
According to Kitzrow, an R.A.'s other
"I know the most important part is to be jobs include checking out things from the
ready anytime for anything that may come front desk to residents and answering any
up," Kitzrow said.
questions a resident may have.
.. '
Broda] explained being an R.A. applies to
But as with ~very job, there are downfalls.
her major in many ways.
''I really like m)'·job, bllt key-ins get to be a
"Being an R.A. will give me a lot of pain at 8:30 in the morning while I'm
opportunities to, gain some experience wi~l\ . sl~ping,'· Broda] said.
q.\ •~
':• ,.,

I
the most :~~~~~,~~;~::~;
important parl
to be ready
anytimefor
anything that may
come up. .. ,
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EDITORIAL

Division Street:
pros and cons ,
Imagine a sun-filled April afternoon. The day is
_
inspiring in its golden optimism. You nollce the grass 1s
waking up and stretching, changing out of brown
pajamas into a green sun dress, and as you walk, the
pavement is warm·against the soles of your canvas
shoes.
Since you have a few minutes left on your lunch
hour, you decide to finish up your errands early - rather
than trying to do them on your way home at 5 p.m.
•JThe,questionis, do you l,lave enough time?
In orde, .to,drLve from your work _to Crossroads
Shopping Center, you must drive on the cluttered and
sometimes dangerous Division Street.
If you hit a green light and continue to make all the
green lights after the first one, it should only take you
five minutes. However, if you hit a yellow or a red light
the first time, then you will surely hit one after another
one. The drive from work to the mall could take 30

minutes.
This is why Division Street is a paradox - it has a
pretty solid mixture of pros and cons.
_
..
When someone is new to St. Cloud or Just cnusmg
through town, it is like an angel sent as a guide through
the confusing streets of St. Cloud.
' 'Division Street is well-connected and will pretty
much lead to any place in town someone would need or
want to go. It connects to the highways and interstates
as well as to several other major roads and sidestreets in
the city.
But, this in a sense, is what creates the problem.
Division Street is congested because it goes to too many
places in town.
.
Also, Division is riddled with potholes. If you do
manage to make it across town in record time, chances
are you have had to dodge a galaxy of potholes as you
spe°ed through traffic trying \o keep with the timing of
the green lights. .
There are several Qther good streets in town which
will.lead y0u,whereyou need to go - although they are
perhaps more,irrdirecl/ tlfey.-wiU probably be qwcker m
the long run. Second·Street-South is an excellent
example - the lights are well-planned and placed a good
distance apart, and the cement is smooth.
If everyone tries some creative routing, then we will
all et to our destinations faster.
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Family endures despite obstacles
Life sure can be a hard
thing to figure out
sometimes.
The fate of one's life is
like pulling straws to find
out what kind of venture
they will have.
At least when it
comes to one's
health.
Sure it doesn't
hurt to stay
physically fit and
eat healthy, but a
lot of time these
things don't even
matter.
. For some people, they
will live to nearly 100
years old, and for others
they will suffer to the
point of not knowing why
they are hanging on. .
In my family, it seems
we have these two
extremes.
Earlier this week, I had
the chance to talk with
one of my two
grandmothers and my one
great-grandmother.
On Monday, I went to
visit my great
grandmother as she
celebrated her 93rd
birthday.
She seemed to be in
good spirits, giving me a
hard time about not seeing.
her enough, which led my
to believe great-grandma
was doing just fine.
I believe the last time I
saw her was Christmas,
therefore, .she had the
right to get on my back.

My great grandmother's Tuesday she was very
birthday has always been
depressed. ·
special. as our family
She is 59 years old and
celebrates having grandma has faced some difficult
around for another year.
obstacles in her
She is still sharp as a
However, I think this
tack and seemed to might be the toughest.
be in good health.
My respect for my
She has gone
grandmother has increased
through a few knee with seeing how she has
surgeries over the
dealt with the pain.
years, and has a
She was diagnosed with
hard time getting
throat cancer about two
, around, but
months ago.
otherwise she
I think knowing the fact
could very likely
my grandfathe; died of .
reach the century mark.
cancer five years ago this
However, for some
spring might be even
people things don't go as
more hard on her.
planned and
Up until
their life
~
she was
takes a subtle ====1@
■1@9'=== sick, it was
turn.
hard to get
This tum
For
some
peohfe,
her to sit
._.,
still.
leaves the
unanswerable things don't go as
I think
question of planned, and their people in
Why? linger
our family
through the
life takes a subtle were more
minds of
turn.
concerned
these
about her
unfortunate
health,
individuals.
because she
I also talked with my
might run her immune
grandmother this past
system down.
week.
Both ofmy
On Tuesday, I tried to
grandmothers are
ease her pain. She recently wonderful ladies and have
finished more than 30
had numerous trials in
radiation treatments. She
their lives.
And, like other tough
is very sick from the
treatments and hasn't
times, I'm positive my
eaten in more than a
grandmother with cancer
will be able to bounce·
month and a half.
Her depression varies
back.
from day to day, and

r=-==--

life.
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Students make or
break dorm life
It has been just over a year since I moved to
St. Cloud, and since I moved into the donns.
Donn life has been interesting, to say the least.
The best and the worst aspect of living in the
dorms are one and the same thing - the people.
The people ~o choose to live in a dorm do
so for many feaSons. My initial reason was
because I did not know where else" in St. CloUd
to find an apartment, as I was moving back fr9m
llmIER
a study abroad program and
& YoN
had never been here before.
I stayed in the dorm because
I found I could concentrate
better on my studies,
without all the distractions

1ne opinions e}'.lpressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UNIVERSITY Chronicle.
lJNJ VERSITY

Chronicle/9

'Wise Words' not appreciated
Until recently, my most frequent complaint about
University Chronicle was they had consistently
written my year in school and position in First People
wrong, but now I am compelled to address a much
more serious and damaging issue. In reading Aimee
Gapsiewicz's commentary on "the poverty stricken
Mexican immigrants... who were lucky if they had a
clean shirt on their backs ... (who) have full bellies only
if the government provides them breakfast and
lunch ... " I am reminded of 17th century propaganda
against my own people in a letter written to England
by Alexander Whitaker. He asked to "Let the
miserable condition of these naked slaves of the devil
move you to compassion toward them. They
acknowledge th!it there is a great God, but they know
him not, wherefore they serve the devil for fear1. after a
most base manner... " and so on·.
Drivel spouted by sympathy mongers like Whitaker
helped sway·public opinion to the side of monarchs
and missionaries who expropriated us of our lands,
pausing only to bum our cities. It was this sympathy
brought about by such enlightened humanitarians that
made possible the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of
Reclamation, Bureau of Land Management, Anny
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Marshall Service and
government boarding schools where children were
systematically tortured and beaten into good
Christians, and the "honor'·' of Native American
mascots....A]! of which happened "for their own
good.''
I now wonder how many Chicano/a students will
be subject to a barrage of well-meaning liberals
proclaiming to "feel their pain." I would not be
surprised, given the nature of Gapsiewicz's column,
and what history has shown to be !he standard

reaction of the masses, to see concerned students
filling care packages with Michael Jordari shoes, or
lobbying to build Guess sweat shops in these
children's backyards, or perhaps just trying to beat the
habit of begging out of every Mexican they meet,
which, of cours~. would 1:,e· ''for their own good."
To offer some constructive criticism, let me 3Sk the
columnist to go beyond her own perspective, and
generate understanding instead of pity. Perhaps she
could examine the lives.of her "dirty," "barefoot,"
"hopeless" subjects in an historical and political
context. She could try to discover the reasons for their
living conditions, instead of implying that's all
Mexican people have ever known or wanted. She
could refrain fr0m painting the Mexican militia as a
one-dimensional goon squad, and ask who bought
them their annored personnel carrier, M-16s and,
more importantly, why. She could ask who ordered
them to patrol the streets, "just waiting for someone to
break the law as they percejve it to be tirolcen." 1:, ' f
Finally, she could at least try to justify her own
participation in the systematic victimization and
oppression of the community where she spent "a tiring
day of bargaining with the Mexicans for cheaper
goods."
Gapsiewicz has failed in a way that editorial
columnists have for decades, even centuries, in
presenting their own limited (and often tainted) view
as reality. Her article prompted one friend of mine to
proclaim he was ashamed to be Texan, and I have not
the space to list women's responses to he_
r claim that
hers are "Wise Words of a Woman."

off-<:ampus life brought.
Others choose to live
here because it is cheaper, or
they do not have a car, or
even because they -do not
know where else to live.
NA1HAN A.
The energy and community
AHi.BORN
of a donn can be quite
appealing, with so many possible friends just
around a comer or down the hall. Living in a
donn is fun, even without alcohol (yeah, right, no
alcohol in the dorms). I am fairly certain, though,
no one lives in a dorm because he or she enjoys
all the rules and restrictions which are imposed
upon us.
This seems to be the biggest complaint people
Rob Callahan
have about living in the dorms, all the rules that
Sophomore
Philosophy
have to be followed. I admit I have at times been
annoyed by them.
What I seem to understand better than most,
though, is no one is forcing me to live here.
Many of the problems we have been having in
the dorms here at SCSU are because people who
This past weekend at the
Ironically, MSUSA's monthly
is using "cultural diversity" as
do not like the rules simply disregard them.
Minnesota State University Student publication arrived on campus
public relations propaganda and
Unfortunately, the people who get hurt by this
· Association's Delegates Assembly, April 7 with a two-page layout
does not lend support, financial or
disregard are usually not the people blowing off
representatives from the seven state proclaiming its support for cultural otherwise, to the concept. We urge
the rules. They are the average everyday students universities finalized the budget for diversity.' The Monitor claims to
you to write or e-mail the MSUSA
who suffer from another's ignorance and willful
at: 108 Como Avenue, St. Paul,
Fiscal Year 1999. These
"celebrate cultlJ,ral diversity" and
disregard for safety. ·
representatives, excluding the eight reports on diversity in the "real
MN 55103, phone
A good example is the young girl I spoke of in St. Cloud delegates, attempted to
612 22411518, ore-mail
world." It is the opinion of St.
my last column, a person who is willfully
cut funding for cultural diversity
msusal9@mail.idt.net.
Cloud State Student Government
ignorimt, and thinks t!)at the rules are "stupid," so representatives (line item 661 ).
that MSUSA's position on cultural
If you have further questions or
she just ignores them - to the detriment of
Although they were unsuccessful
diversity is hypocritical, citing the
concerns, feel free to contact us at
everyone else.
in this endeavor, they were able to
the
Student Government office,
recent budget cuts and attempted
The benefits of living in the dorm, I feel,
cut all funding for travel to a
budget cuts as only one piece of
Atwood 116, or phone us at
outweigh the drawbacks. Sure, the younger
cultural diversity conference (line
evidence. SCSU Student
255-3751.
people I live with annoy me sometimes, but I bet item 673). The St. Cloud delegates Government is introducing a
Amy Hanson
I annoy them too. Loud music and stupid
were able to lobby for $1,500 to be resolution this week that would
MSUSA Campus Representative
behavior was a part of my repertoire once, and I
added t~ cultural diversity campus
issue a vote of no confidence in
try to remember that And if I had never lived in
Heidi J. Hagel
projects (line item 608-14).
MSUSA. We believe that MSUSA
Urban Affairs Chairperson
the donn, I would not have had the opportunity
to co-exist with so many international and
otherwise diverse people.
But as I said earlier, the worst aspect of donn
life is also the people.
Those who feel the rules just do not apply to
them are both an annoyance and a hazard to the
rest of us. If you live in the dorms, do not like the
Send letters to:
rules AND do not want to follow them, well, no
e-mail:
U.S. mail:
University Chronicle
one is forcing you to stay here. No one dragged
Attn: Opinions editor
chronicle@stcloudstate.edu
you in here, and those of us who do care about
safety do not want you. Remember that the next
13 Stewart Hall
time you are complaining about all the rules that
St. Cloud, MN 56301
protect us. Me, I will remember how much I
have enjoyed my time in Mitchell Hall - even
!, lciters ae usuoly tmited to 350 -=rls letters ITTJS) ncWe yea: mgor or title if applcoble. ,I
~
cnd""nome crtd sg,oturz.
~
with all the rules.

MSUSA's stance hypocritical
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Gillilflln"S On The River
is now formins co-ed
volle11ball leasues
• Get some friends together
and sign up now for your
volleyball team!
• Limited number of team
spots available.
• Leagues start May 26 and
play every Tues, Wed, & Thurs.

~

.

(Deadline extended to May 1, 1998)

For more information contact
Gillisans on the River
(6 miles north of Sartell)

253-7784

$9,000 in scholarships are
·available for non-traditional
female students.

S~ILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
}Afy,t,ave 2 ,and 4'~r.·a'ParCme'nt's available from

.Ma"'g, :Jane 'IJo.ung, SeAo.ta,,,c1,liip
lo."' tlie tdueatio.n o.l 'Wo.men

$175 co $225

Bridgeview South. Bridgeview West. Park South.
Classic 500 and River Ridge.

(30 years or older)

v"Bldgs. With FREE computers for student use

q,uue ~ .M.enuvdal, SduJawup

ti' Walking 1istance co campus tl'lnrercorn entry buildings v'Privace
bedrooms with lod:s
v'Tetephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
v'Mi_crowaves tl'Off-meec parking tl'DishWashers_ v'Minibfiflds on
all windows ti' Air cood1c1onmg V lncenor and exterior areas welllighted tl'Well-maintained building and grounds

(3 5 years or older)

For more information, please stop by or call the
SCSU Women's Center at 255-4958.
NEEDED:

"My dog ate it'' stopped working
somewhere around seventh grade.

EXCEL Property

Mgmt. Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

~cop
Neccessary Skills:

Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.

•Knowledge of AP
(Chronicle style)
•Good English
and grammatical skills
•Dedicated and punctual
If you fit this description, calf
Ryan Voz at 255-2449
or stop by Stewart Hall 13

to apply.

251-6005
Kfnko's nearby, you have no more excuses. We're open 24
hours a day so you can finish your project on time. Surf the
net for research and data using Internet access at Kinko's.

-

Five FREE

Color Laser Prints
Re<ewup! o hwfRH8 2 •11 let1e ,,.
,ngt, ,dedT,ktmni, <olo,t.>w pnn(<-

Riverside Real Estate 1·;;1:
~

" J1,e F111e,1111 ,\/11de11/ Jlu w111g'
Rent ONE hour, get ON E hour
FREE Comput er Rental

Close to Downtown & Cam us

R, nt one hou, ,n~g•tone hour fRH uplo M • hou, t,..,.
pe< custom~, •t l),lrticip•ting location; on li ~UbJe<1 to
,v, !abo l1fylnclud., Manntosh •nd!BM ,...11.,.,wor
d~sign m1,i,.rt;,t,o n,

* 1, .Z 3 & 4 BdrmApts
* Single Bdrms avaflab/e
•
•
•
•

~:i~~~nfum::n 2~s~~W:~ke 1i ~.ki'::s.~~a~ !;°ca1
u::2~~-

•1M-'1,lro:.M=·===..z:=.;==:-:;,,~.=.--.,,..,.,.,.

Dishwashers
Microwaves
Laundry Facilities
Resetved Parking

• Air Conditioners •

• Security
• Utilities Paid

.

;ij
.
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·scsu springs into
off-season practice
into the I998·season.
"With the loss of the linebackers, I
think teams will try to run on us," Miller
said. '1 feel we'll shut that (running game)
down real quick, because we haVe a fast
team and teams won't be able to hit the
holes."
Another area of concern Martin

Loss of deparling
seniors leaves many
holes to be filled on
defensive end

r~:!r, ~h:~v:~;~ss 3~~fu;i:s ~
0

by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU football team held its first
spring practice· earlier this ·week and
discovered many notable holes on the

playing field.
The Huskies are returning 40
letterwinoers from last seasons team, that
posted a 6-5 overall record, includini a
fifth•place North Central Conference
finish, with a record of 54.
SCSU will look to make up for the loss
of six different All•NCC players. Five of
those players were lost on defense,
including the linebacking trio of John
DesRoches, Jeremy Sinz and Jim Louis.
SCSU Head Coach Noel Martin said
the gap left at the linebacking position will
be difficult to replace.
'There is no question, we lost some
outstanding players back there," Martin
said. "But we a1ways seem to find other
guys to step to the plate. We have a lot of
young talented players on defense that areu,
learning the system and it's their tum to
step up."
Senior linebacker Justin Wedeking will
look to be the catalyst in the middle of the
pack, while junior comerback Larry
Miller will look to be the leader of the
secondary, along with senior comerback
Jeremy Burros and junior comerback
MarlcDean.
Miller led the NCC with seven
Shane Opalz/PHaro FJ)ITOR
interceptions last season and said the
SCSU senior quarterback Jon Miller drops back to pass during Wednesday's spring defense is ready for the challenge heading

kick last year and was a four-year starter
on the special teams.
''That will be a p:::,sition that will be

difficult to replace," Martin said ''We have
a number of young men that can punt.
Akstete.r only punted and this year, most
of our guys are position players who have
to retrain themselves"
The l].ud:tio~'s 1

on· dete~ 'atxF~~ai

teams appear to be a positive rather than a
neg-,tive, Miller said.
"I like the fact there are questions
about our defense, because it make us play
better," Miller said.
The offensive unit lost All·NCC
runningback Jerry Reitan, who rushed for
843 yards last season. Other notable
departures" were offensive linemen Dave
Camacho and Matt Thompson.
Despite the losses., the offense, which
averaged 21.3 points per g~ last season,
appears to be the strong point heading into
the spring season.
,With the ~turyi of All•American V{lde
receiver Mike McKinney, aJong with AJJ.
NCC Honorable Mention Jon Miller at
quarterback, SCSU's passing attack ranks
tops in the NCC.
The Huskies return a11 their receivers
from last year, including McKinney, and
sophomore's Mike Flanigan and John
Derlein.

practice drill at Selke Field.

Go TO PRACTICE, PAGE
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Defenseman makes a deal with the Devils
.

DeWolf becomes latest
millionaire, signs pro
contact with Devils
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU hockey team suffered another
blow earlier this week, after learning
defenseman Josh DeWolf had signed a three·
year deal with the New Jersey Devils.
DeWolf marks the third underclassmen
(Maik Parrish, Matt Cullen) to leave SCSU in
the past two seasons.
After negotiating with the Devils, DeWolf
and his family struck a deal Tuesday, worth
$1.8 million over three years, including a
$400,000 signing bonus.
'The contract was similar, but a little bit
more money than what Cullen signed for last
season," said Alan DeWolf, Josh's father.
"(New
Jersey
General
Manager)
Lou Lamoriello is one of the toughest
GM's to work with, so we took the numbers
he gave us and pretty much stayed with
it."

.

Josh left Wednesday for New Jersey,
where he practiced with the Devils and will
later report to the Albany River Rats, the
Devils' top minor league affiliate in the
American Hockey League.
"Josh had a physical and skated
Wednesday with (New Jersey center)
Doug Gilmour. and a
few other injured
players," Alan said.
"He will play his first
games Friday and
Saturday night with
Albany."

scsu Head Coach

JOSH DEWOLF

(nine goals, eight assists).
some playing experience in the AHL will help
He and defense partner Geno Parrish, his chances for next season.
junior, finished the season tied for the team
"It's really a good deaJ for (Josh)," Alan
scoring lead among blueliners.
said. "It will not only help him this season,
"Obviously, you would like to have these but for next year, too. It is very likely the
guysstickaroundfortheir
Devils will have him in
junior and senior years,
••
training camp next season
because that's how you
and this way he won't go
win
championships,"
in there cold."
Dahl said. '1 feel bad for
The departure of
the fans who watch the
Wb
• DeWolf, mixed in with
games, but I'm very
the graduation of senior
pleased for Josh."
goaltender Brian Leitza,
Alan said Josh was
will mean the Huskies

====llllae====
en you recruit
good players ·••

very thankful towards

Craig Dahl said he was
happy for his former
defenseman,
but

SCSU
and
the
opportunity they gave
him to play college

disappointed to see

hockey.

these type of
h
h
t ings appen.
Craig Dahl

him go.
.
"He can't say anything
$CSU HEAD
"We're extremely negative about SCSU,"
DEAL
happy for him," Dahl Alan said. "Coach Dahl
said. "We hate to lose gave him a great
him, but the way the market is these days, opportunity to play. He
there is not much you can do to keep these was kind of banged up his freshman
kids in college."
season.but this year Josh was getting about 35
Like Parrish and Cullen, DeWolf signed minutes a game and really enjoyed his stay
after his sophomore season. DeWolf finished there."
the 1997·98 campaign, _scoring 17 points
A1ansaidtheopportunityforloshtoget
STGNS$1.SM!WON

will have a big hole to fill

on defense.
Dahl said he is
confident the rest of the
team will pick up the

HOCKEY COACH

slack.
"I'm sure the rest· of
our players next season
will step up in their place,
much like they did this
season," Dahl said. "'The bottom line is, when
you recruit good players,. like (assistant .
coaches) :n;im _Serratore 1 •• and _ B_rett .;~
~ n . have_sJqqe, ~Q!c;se ~
oi._..,,,thiQ_gs.s1
hii.p~~·" ,,.- ~ ·\~~, 1 _ ,:: ••, ; • • "
,.,_.,,.,

1
ti
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Baseball
brings in
new look
by Rob LaPtante
SPORTS EDITOR

The North Central Conference
has changed.
For the first time, the NCC
baseball season will have all 10
confere0re _f=hools competing for
the top spo&. '
In years past, the Husky baseball

team played in the NCC's Northern
Division. The Northern ·Division
included SCSU, Mankato State
University, North Dakota State

University and the University of
North Dakota
The schools of South Dakota
State University, University of
Nebrask3:-0maha, University of
South Dakota. Augustarla College
and Morningside College, made up
the,Southern Division.
1 The merger of both divisions
into one conference, has the Husky
players feeling positive about their
chances of finishing in one of the
top four spots.

'"The iop four teams advance to
the tournament," said SCSU
sophomore first baseman Lance
Iverson. "Starting the NCC season
out at 3-1 really gives us something
to shoot for and this weekend is
huge for us in that we play Northern

Colorado (4-0 NCC)."
Mankato State is the defending
NCC champions and senior pitcher
Matt Oelschlager said the Huskies
know what teams they need to

beat.
''The teams that are from the
Northern Division are the ones
we have to worry about,"
Oelschlager said. "We already have
a rivalry with those teams and it
doesn't matter who the better team
is."
The Huskies currently are tied
for second place in the NCC
standings with their 3-1 record,
despite the fact their overall record
is 6-10.
Iverson said the recent r0ad
trip, in which SCSU posted a 3-3
record, didn't live up to their
expectations.

Go TO BASEBALL PA_GE 13 .,.

Scott Andtnon!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Fonner SCSU goaltender Brian Leitza will ma'ke his final collegiate appearance Saturday night at Joe Louis Arena, in Detroit, Mich.,
In the North American University Hockey Championship game. Leitza was one of 21 seniors named to this year's U.S. squad.

Leitza to make one more stop
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl

by Rob LaPtante

said he was not surprised
when he found out Leitza would
be representing the U.S. squad.
"I thought (Leitza) had a strong
senior season," Dahl said. "He
is one of the top senior goalies
in the country, who had an
excellent season and that is
why he was selected on the team."
Leitza
left
for
Detroit
Wednesday ~d said he is looking
forward to his four-day stint.
"It's a great set up and it should

SPORTS EDITOR

Fonner SCSU goaltender Brian
Leitza will make his final collegiate
stop wearing the colors of red,
white and blue, in the secondannual North American University
Hockey Championship game
Saturday night at Joe Louis Arena
in Detroit, Mich.
Leitza is one of seven Western
Craig Dahl
Collegiate Hockey Association
SCSU HEAD HOCKEY COACH
seniors to represent the U.S. squad,
in the second annual NAUHC all• C j£u~,..
star game, featuring American and College's Cal Elfring, University of seasons."
Canadian born players.
Miriliesota-Duluth's Mike Peluso,
The up,,tempo style of game that
Last season, Canada downed ~! Michigan Tech University's Andre most all-star games feature is
the U.S. squad 4-3, in a ·game Savage and University of North something Leitza said he and his
that featured Canadian born Dakota's Matt Henderson and fellow goaltenders have to prepare
players versus American born Curtis Murphy are the other WCHA for.
players.
representatives.
"I don't know what to expect,''
Under neW guidelines, this
Leitza said he was honored to be Leitza said. "Usually in these all·
season's American roster features chosen (along with University of star games, there is not the
21 of the best seniors representing Michigan's Marty Turco and defensive play you normally see,
NCAA players, regardless of Michigan State University's Chad but it will be a lot of fun and a nice
national origin.
Alban) as one of the three goalies chance for the seniors to play in one
There are 11 Canadian•born on this year's roster.
final college game."
players, nine American, and one
'1t was a big deal and I wanted
With Alban being replaced by~
each from Sweden and Austtalia on to be able to go," Leitza said. "I was University .of Miami•Ohio's Trevor
this year's U.S. squad.
excited to be able to practice with Prior, of Guelph, Ont., that leaves
Besides Leitza, University of guys like Marty Turco, who had Leitza (Lake Villa, Ill.) as the only
Denver's Anders Bjork, Colorado one of the best teams in the American~born goaltender on the
nation in front of him for four team.
·

He is one of the top senior goalies in _
the country who had an excellent
season, and that is why he was
selected to the team.

~~!;,:::~:~=~~et:
and it gives us a chance to play in
our last collegiate game."
University of Maine Head
Coach Sean Walsh will be the coach
of the U.S. squad.
Other coaches will be MiamiOhio's Mark Mazzoleni, Cornell
University's Mike Schafer and
Denver's George Gwozdecky.
"I'm sure the coaches will have
us play their systems, so it should
be a new experience for everyone,"
Leitza said. "I'm really looking
forward to it."
The game will not be televised,
but face--0ff is scheduled for 7 p.m.
at Joe Louis Arena.

Bring in a new
member .•.
Both you and your

new member ·
play a regular
session package

FREE,•

HOL-nS:

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

Wed1U!!Sdays
Brunch •N ijlngo.....
.. .11 a.m.
Wed, Fri., 541. and Su& Ma.ti-s
Early Birds....
. 1:15 p .m.
Regular ses.sion..
.. 2:15 p.m.

~THEJ?itf~O

E-lns Sessknf· Every Iivei,lng
;Early Birds.. ............................. 6:30 p.m.
:Regular Sessions .......................7:15 p.m
Lale Night Sesslo,u;
Every Friday and Saturday Night
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ top.m.

EMPORIUM

2820 S First Sired

t Block south of Red Lobsier
Si. Cloud,Mlnn.

(320)252·3607
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Baseball

Practice PAGE 11
The Huskies will rely on junior running backs
Tom Stark and Chad Stiemagle to cany most of
the load with the running game.
·
Jon Miller said in order for the Huskies to be
successful, they must continue to be a twodimensional offensive uniL
"In order for us to have success, we have to
be balanced in both the passing and running
games," Miller said ''It hurts to lose Jerry back

there, but we have some good backs returning in
Stiemagle and Stark."
The Huskies are returning a solid core of

offensive linemen, including All•American
candidate senior Dustin Nikituk at center and
junior's Brian Downing', Mike Reuter, Matt

. Page 13

Hegland,

Ramon

Nunez,

along

with

sophomore's Mike Schmit and Matt Binsfeld.
"It all starts at the line," Jon Miller said. "We
had a lot of injury problems at lhe line last year
and this season everyone is healthy."
Miller will be making his second appearance
as the fe'atured quarterback and after throwing
for 2,234 yards and 14 touchdowns last ~n.
Miller said he's a lot more comfortable heading
into spring practice.
"I've been in the system a couple years and
starting at quarterback last year makes me feel a
lot more comfortable heading into this season,"
he said.
Currently, Mill~r is practicing wit.h an

Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year
Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

.,

.

injured throwing hanc1, which will limit his
prattice time this spring.
· The Huskies will continue their spring
practice schedule through the first week of May
and will kick off the 1998 season Sept! 3 at the
University of Western Illinois.
Martin said h'e hopes to accomplish two main
goaJs during the month long spring practice.
''This spring, the key is to develop two main
goals," Martin said. "First, we need to get our
young kids ready to play and second, we have to
get our timing and technique down. It's
important we get that down now, so we don't
have to worry about that in the fall."

PAGE 12
''The 3-l start gives us something•
to strive for," Iverson said. "The
conference games are way more
important, and right now we're off to
a good start."
The Huskies' next games are
scheduled for Friday and ~turday at
Dick Putz Field.
Friday, the Huskies take on
UNC, and .Sanmlay they host UNO.
"We lost to both of them in the
playoffs last year," Oelschlager said.
"We kind of have a revenge on our
minds this weekend."

Need a job?
Do you enjoy the outdoors?
Are you people oriented and like
working as a team?

................................................
The Public Safety Department at St. Cloud State University is
hiring the following positions for Fall Semester 1998:
• Parking Officers
• Patrol Officers
• Dispatcners
• Office Personnel
Applications can be picked up at the Public Safety House or
the Security Information Booth (located in C-Lot).
Features Include· • Heated Swimming Pool .
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

The deadline for applications is April 20, 1998 at 4:30 p.m.
For more information on our department visit our web page
at: http://condor.stclotidstate.edu/-pubsafe/
'
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Tell your_folks how much
· you're studying.
Then get back to the party.

1-800-COLLECT

1 03'.J?. n:.iirlw 111, 1i
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We sell Passport photos
10 2"X2" photos for $15
Call Shane or Julia at 255--4086
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University

STATE: ·

720 4th Ave. s.
13 Ste,.;art Hall

PHONE:
Tenebrae ......................Wednesday. April 8, 8:30 pm
Holy Thursday.......................Thursday, April 9, _7 p'rn

Which quarter(s) would you like to subscribe?
FALL WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

Good Friday ..........................Friday, April 10, 12 noon
Eas.ter Vigil... ..............Satuiday, April 11 at 8:30 pm
Easter Sunday ........... 9 am and 11:15 am (no 8 pm)

■I

CATI«ll.JCCN.FIJSMNSTRV

'J96 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
OFFICE: 251-3260

Hrchitectural Contruction Technoloyy
Hutu Body and Hutu Service
Credit and Finance
Culinary Hrts
6raphic Hrts/Piinting Technoloyy
Optometric Technology
Call today to apply'
654-5089 or
1-800-222-1009, ext. 5089
1540 Nonhway Drive • St . Cloud. ,\IN 5630.'H240
ADA Accessible Facility Affirmative Actiori!Equal Opportunity Educator arid Employer

•2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud•
•(320) 252-2600•
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Honeydogs return to St. Cloud, engage
audiences in word play, tales of love
The MinQe,f1polis group
returns Friday to the
Red Carpet with new
music, clever lyrics
by Melissa Gilman
O/l(ERSI0NS EDITOR

The Honeydogs are one of Minnesota's
prouder music~ products. There has always
been an active music scene both in
Minneapolis and in cities like St. Cloud.
Fortune is usually far off, but huge fan •

support is not.
The success of the Minneapolis foursome,
The Honeydogs, may be due in part to their
home-grown qu~lity.
Brothers Adam and Noah Levy, grew up ·
in St. Paul. Adam taught younger brother

Noah how to keep time in a Beatles costume
made of cardboard. Adam is the lead singer
and guitar player and Noah plays drums and
contributes vocals.
Trent Norton, who plays bass guitar and
contributes vocals, also grew up in St. Paul.
He too, practiced with hi s brothers. He joined

the Levy brothers after finishing a tour of the
Soviet Union and Europe pl/Wqg.)n a '50s
and '60s cover band. ~
The fourth and last member to be added to
the band, Tommy Borsheid, grew up in Grand
Forks, N.D. Anytime Borsheid's childhood is
mentioned in regards to music it' is said he
spent his time locked in his bedroom learning
to play AC/DC's song,"Back in Black." He
contributes guitar and vocals.
"I grew up listening to country and
bluegrass and started to play bluegrass when
I was 12. I was playing with another kid who Photo cow1tsy of Mtreury Records
was a good friend of mine. Every Sunday
we'd go play," said Borsheid.
·
Members of The Honeydogs pose for the cover of their newest album, "Seen a Ghost." From left, Adam and Noah Levy,
He also spent a lot · of time wearing Tommy Borsheid and Trent Norton. The Minneapolis-based group will perform Friday at the Red carpet The various ~a,
makeup and big hair ala KISS.
of muslc the band_plays include country, alternative, pop, rock and hybrids.
r.r,
"I was really into heavy metal and wanted
~~
to learn to play it, but I also like all this other
'1 went to the hospital right from the medium, but not for us," said Noah Levy in country, the members continue to feel and
music too," Borsheid said.
show, so I had the makeup and leather pants an interview in the music magazine, Squealer. sound like an accessible band.
.Alternative Americana, pop, psychedelia
on still," Borsheid said.
One night Noah went to dinner at a
INXS and the Honeydogs are both on the
and country rock are
He finished the week · restaurant where Borsheid was \Ya.iting same label, Mercury, which is how they came
words which have been
like a "trooper" and then tables.
to share a stage for the 1997 tour.
used to describe The
met up with the early
'1 was a fan of the band in the '80s. To see
He asked Borsheid to play with the band
Honeydogs style. A keen
Honeydogs
ensemble and two rehearsals later he had officially them onstage was amazing. They were really
listener may be able to
which consisted of the joined The Honeydogs.
good live," Borsheid said.
discern
different
The second album the band produced,
Spending a great amount of time with
I was really into Levy brothers and Norton.
elements in the music.
Adam Levy is known Everything, I Bet You, was the first to feature INXS while on tour taught The Honeydogs
Besides
washing
heavy metal and for his clever lyrics and Borsheid's driving guitar and vocals. It was about live perfonnance. Although the two
dishes for a living,
play on. words. However, recorded in 1995 and produced at Third E.ar bands have different music styles, Borsheid
Borsheid also toured wanted to learn to the music does not just and Pachydenn Studios, both of which are said it was incredibly educational.
with a KISS cover band.
The newest album traces an array of
but I also serv~ as a backdrop to the based in Minnesota
One night he sustained
music.
It became one of the most popular indie emotions. They sing about lost love, or love
injuries because of the liked all this other
Noah's drum playing releases of the year, winning the Minnesota so important they would never do anything to
perfonnance.
may sometimes take the Music Award for Best Rock Album in 1996.
harm it, "I miss you," a neglected child,
music too.
"I was a bass player
spotlight or share it with
Borsheid said the band has a nice history ''Donna's 7," and then they get aggressive on
so I had to breathe fire
the three guitars. ·'
of playing at the Red Carpet, and usually the songs like, ''Cut me loose, Napoleon."
Tommy
Borscheid
Uust like the guys in
In 1994 the threesome crowd is very enthusiastic.
Borsheid said the music he is listening to
KISS]. But one night it
GurrAA AND VOCALS FOR THE
recorded a self titled debut
'There's definitely a few characters in right now is as diverse as it was when he was
went wrong and I caught
HONEYDOGS
album.
every crowd, the loud, kind-of-mouthy guys. growing up.
on fire. My hair and my
They had signed with Usually though it's just a good time,"
face with all the greasy
the Minneapolis-based Borsheid said.
,
Toe Honeydogs will play at The Red
makeup on it and my chest and leather pants October Records, but live shows were not the
Although the band is becoming Carpet at 1o p.m. on Friday. There is no
all caught fire," Borsheid said.
success they hoped for.
increasingly better-known, having traveled scheduled opening band. ·Tickets are $5.
He finished the set and afteiward went to
"We sucked! The three piece is a great · with bands like INXS and touring all over the
the hospital.

play it,
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Aries (March 21-April 19). Thursday is better,
especially ,after the test. An argument that evening is
interesting, but could cause hurt feelings. Ask a friend's
advice on Friday to solve a problem in a relationship. Things
may seem to be falling apart on Saturday, but on Sunday
night you should be able to make an agreement Be careful
not to get emotionaJ and gi~e up too much.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Pop the question Thursday
morning and get back to work that night Research your
options thoroughJy on Friday and Saturday. You and your
partner will make the right choice Sunday night. if you've
done the homework thoroughly.
·

GeDpni..(May 21-June 21). Finish cleaning Thursday
afternoon ~ you can have somebody over that evening.
Entertain a new idea on Friday, but don't believe gossip
against a friend. A team effort is required to achieve your
goals on Saturday, but you may be working all by yourself
on Sunday.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Your best days for study are
Tuesday through Thursday. Follow the same older person's
coaching. Friday and Saturday are hectic as you try to be two
places al the same time. ScheduJe your escape for Sunday
afternoons and don't hide out a11 by yourself.

4':o (JuJy 23-Aug. 22). Relax with a good book
Thursday night after a hectic day. Confer with a partner on
Friday and you'll finally understand each other. Give
incoming correspondence immediate attention on Saturday
and have company over on Sunday.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Your talent is definitely
showing from then all the way through Thursday. By
Thursday evening, attention will be diverted slightly, giving
you a break. Money could come in on Friday, and you've
earned every penny. Spend some of it on something your
sweetheart wants on Saturday. Learn something Sunday that
will make your work much easier.
Libra (Sept 23-0cL 23). You're under p~_
sure from
Tuesday through Thursday. Not only does the job have to be
done; it has to be done perfectly. Just follow the instructions
and you can do that. Your best days for entertaining are
Friday and Saturday. You will charm even a powerful
adversary then. Money comes on Sunday, not only from
work, but also from your partner, or a legal matter.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). You're particlllarly
persuasive from Tuesday through Thursday. Thursday night,
you'll find it more difficult to get cooperation. And Friday,
it'll be just about impossible. Inside infonnation on Saturday
helps you understand what you':ve been struggling against
Schedule your big date for Sunday night.

,,

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). You're more liable to
span controve~' from Tuesday tluough Thursday. Don't
just be resistant. Also do the homework, and you could
excel. You can start partyjng Thursday night, definitely by
Friday, arid possibly all the way through Saturday. Get
serious on Sunday.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Study for the exam on
Thursday, and take it on Friday. You11 be most successful if
you focus on the concept. rather than the details. An older
person drags you from your chores on SalUrday. Get friends
to help you do them on Sunday: instead.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18). Use what you're learning in
a practical way on Thursday to protect your own health and
well OOing. Travel plans on Friday and Saturday cause a dent
in your budget It's worth it to get valuable advice from an
older person on Sunday. Allow extra time for travel, then.
It'll be slow.

Pl,ces (Feb. 19-Man:h 20), Devo<e lots of time and
attention to your partner from Tuesday through Thursday.
Your support makes all the difference, especially on
Wednesday. Don't let a good-looking salesman talk you oqt
of alJ your money on Friday or Saturday. The temptations
will 00 horrendous. If you do, you could wind up with a huge
.... · case of buyer's remorse by Sunday. Use past experience
instead of learning the hard way.

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
·•rl

Ti,h 80 years of leadership experience in our
VV field, TIM-CREF is eminently qualified to
help you build a comfortable, worry-free retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable -today.
two million of the best minds in America rrusl us
wit h their financial future.
Allow us to review our qualifications.

Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets. T IAA-CREF is the
world's largest retirement organ ization - and
among the most solid. TIAA is one of only a
handful of companies to have earned top ratings
for financial strength, and CREF is one of Walt
Street"s largest investors.'

Solid, lorig-term performance
We seek out long-term opportunities thai other
companies, in pursuit of quick gains, often 111iss.
Though past performance can'c guarantee future
results, this patient philosophy has proven
extremely rewarding.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.•

.

Thursday, April 9, 1998 ·

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operatii;ig costs are a111ong the
lowest in the insurance lnd mutual fund industries.
Therefore. more of' you r money goes where it
should - towards ensuring your future .'
Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly managed invest111en! o ptions 10 help build your assets. With stock,
bond. 111oney 111arket, and real estate accounts-as
well as a guaranteed annuity to choose from TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.

Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes us from
every other retirement company. In a recent nationwide sur\"ey of retirement plans, TI AA-CREF was
voted number one in customer satisfaction:'
lfyou work in education. research, or related
fields, why not put TI AA~CREF's experience to
work for you? To find our more, visit our Web site
al www.tiaa-cref.org or call us at I 800 842-2776.
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Canadian musician glides into U.S. ·scene
by Betsy Cahill
MUSIC CRITTC

Music is an important part of
culture.
It is found universally, playing a
role of some sort in the lives of
many.
Music is used in
ceremony, as a release of
emotion, a way to
communicate, a way to
celebrate, a hobby and,
for some, a career.
For many musicj,ans
in Minnesota, music is a
way to pass the tim-e
when we're all locked
inside during the winter
months. I gather that's a big part of
Canadian music as well.
When people think of Canadian
musicians, two names often come
to mind - Celine Dion and Alanis
Morisette. One can sing well, but
doesn't write her own songs. 1be
other writes her own songs, but she
can't sing.
·
There are so many more talented
musicians from Canada, it's a
shame these two are the biggest
representatives.
Holly McNarland was born in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. She is one of
the most talented songwriters I have
heard. And she can sing.
McNarland began si_nging at age
three with a great deal of
encouragement from her mother.
By age 17 she had picked up the
guitar and was writing her own
songs. At 21, she released her first

EP, "Sour Pie."
McNarland's songwriting style
is very personal. In her songs, she
recalls many past emotional and
sexual experiences. One such song,
called "Mr. Five Minutes," was on
her EP.
'Iitles like "Mr. Five
Minutes" arid "Pomo
Mouth" are just the tip of
the iceberg.
McNarland
hides
nothing. It is her in-yourface style that has made
fans
and
record
executives sit up and
listen.
"Stuff'
w3.S
McNarlaild's first fulllength CD and was released last
year on Universal Records. The
album has been doing extremely
well in Canada.
She was honored with three
nominations at this year's Juno
Awards, the Canadian equivalent of
the Grammies. The nominations
included
such
prestigious
categories as best new solo artist,
best alternative album and best
video.
McNarland began touring the
United States last month and
Universal Records is preparing to
release her first single here, as well.
''Coward" is scheduled to be
McNarland's first U.S. single. It is
one of the quieter songs on the
album, but does well in
highlighting her vocal qualities.
It was written when McNarland
moved from Vancouver to Toronto

LIL==--'--"'"

shortly after an adjustment in a
personal relationship. She was
going through a bout of depression
because of the alteration , and
channeled her emotion into ·a song.
In "Coward," she sings, "Maybe
I'm a coward, I'm only scared of
you/Or maybe I'm just tired of
living here." Her voice bounces
back and fot1h from soft,
seductiveness to the emotion-filled
sound of someone who is scorned.
"Pomo Mouth" is another
mellow song on the album. It tells
of a TV personality that has "porno
within him." With that same
curiously emotion~. yet intensely
seductive voice, McNarland
longingly s~gs, "I watch the TV,
realizing you're for me/And I watch
my skin, watch my skin
crawling/When I'm thinking of
him.''
"Numb" is the opening track on
Stuff. Like the other songs on the
album, it has a rhythm of i~ own.
The rhythm of the acoustic guitar is
almost awkward and not natural for
the listener. But this feeling goes
well when paired with the theme of
the song.
McNarland's "Numb" is about
not confronting problems in life
with lyrics like, "You can't see if I'm
not listening" and "I can't hate with
my eyes open/I feel better when I'm
numb."
"Elmo" is about a failed
relationship,
about
which
McNarland has plenty of rage.
"Water" is a song about loss of a
friend and the feelings attached to

that experience.' "I Won't Stay" was
originally found on the EP, "Sour
Pie." It is a raw, acoustic ballad
sung with so much truth, it is as if
she has been left completely
exposed.
My interest in McN:lrland's
music was sparked '"Y_hen I heard
her song "U.F.O."
"U.F.O." has a very surreal
quality to it. The opening lyrics set
the mood - "Let me tell you a story
about a UFO in a dream." The
music is contemplative and
McNarland sings with powerful
soul. I was so drawn in by the
smooth, honey-covered melody and
the extreme emotion that lay
somewhere beneath the surface,

that I listened to this song over and
over, completely entranced.
The whole album seemed to
have this affect on me. Not only is
it lyrically strong, but also vocally
and musically.
Joe Santiago, of Pixies fame, is
credited with playing lead guitar on
the album. Mixing credits go . to
Tom Lord-Alge, who isJ wellknown in the music industry for his
efforts with many bands on the
charts these ~ays.
It seems" as though Holly
McNarland has an excellent chance
for as much success in the United
States as she has been having .in
Canada. Look for her to surface
here soon.

can it ~ith,t
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Atwood Memorial Center

. ~eatu.ud.. Speake1ts: ...
•Dr. Vickie Rutledge
Shields,, women's studies
and telecommunications
·professor
•Dan Haag, freelance
creative writer
•Carol Henderson,
freelance creative artist
1'1:St 7i ,ncn1 n-ioit - o'lun
St. Cloud State University
Department of Mass Commumcatmns
II you have any questions,
call (320) 255-3293

(J/ Uba~¥t
metus
6T. CLOUD

28 Fifth Ave. South

St. Cloud. MN 56301
f320J 251-2569

WE BIN ANO SEIL US£D
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Hours:
,
Mon.-Fri. JO a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.- 6p.m.
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. can 259-4841.
Plug-ns $2Ql$35 garages. ·
2-BDRM. $205/mo.
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Ca""!>US Clj)per bus line. On-si1e
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parl<ing/plug-in inciuded. 654-8300.

1 & 2'6DRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
~:k~~-12-roonth lease only.

Classifieils

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1 and 2-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic ulil. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
summer~all. Gal 251-8941.
jC.1 Q

·policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.

.

WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$175/mo. Heat pd. 251-6969.

•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two)ines: $2.
~Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and cun according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
·

NO MORE ROOMMATES

spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in 8-plex.
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus IM.
Heat and water pd., $360-$430'mo.
251-6969.
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Private reserved parl<ing. Laundry,
heal pd., $360-$430. 251-6969.

VISIT US ON THE WEBI
Select Prop www.renlneVad&'select
BEACHWOOD APTS.

2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, NIA255-1274.

I-bdrm. apts. nearCobom's. 10-mo.
leases $360-$390. 12-mo. leases
~ - Dan 251-1925.

1•

4-BDRI!. APTS.
.a~st1l'!s'.8ENJONWOOO ,a' uot.1, ,'r
2-bdrm. apts. by Hwy. 10 and 23. 2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heal pd.,
12-mo. leases $380-$400/10 mo. newer carpeting, parking. Excel
leases $4«)-$460. Heat pd. Dan . Mgmt. 251-6005.
251-1925.
CAMPUS EAST
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT large 4-bdrms. wnh 2 full baths.
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd., Exira storage. OW, garages,
$220/mo. Northern Mgmt. 251· security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
· 6969.
710APTS.
3-bdrm. apts. 2 blks. W. .of NHC.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4· $570 • $600, electric, heat Dan 251·
bdrm. spin unns wtth two full baths. 1925.
OW, micro., security, garages and
AFFORDABLE
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
4-bdrm. apts., Weslview, close to
new SCSU li>rary, heat pd., />JC,
EFF1CIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
ow. 251-8284, 251-9418.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU, heat
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
9418.
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. rl,g. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual bldgs. Call 251-3617. .
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
1-2-AND.3-BDRM. APTS.
252-2633.
located in SCSU neighborhood.
Great locations. Oualny living. Dan
4-BDRM, APTS.
various locations.
249-2617, 251-1925.
Courrier Prop.
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110-mo. lease, $175112-mo.
1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
cjose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus lease. Heat and basic cable
_line. Riverside Properties. 251- irduded. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.
8284, or 251-941)!.
SINGLE ROOM
male, female, summer or fan. 1 blk.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. ooits across from ca"1>lJS. to campus, on 5th Ave.
Clean qualny livilg. DW, />JC, heat Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
pd. Contact Equny Investments, Jeff
NOW LEASING '98 · '99
420-1290, or251-8284.
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., near
2-BDRM.
side-by-side duplex near Halenbeck Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo.10-mo. · Iease. Call
Hall. Call 251-8941.
Glen at 251-0029, tt no answer
leave message.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
MICHIGAN PLACE
showers, OW, micro., security. Heat
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies.
paid. 253-1154.
1 baths. Qu-,t S.E. kx:alion. On bus
line. Heat pd., NC, $405/mo.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
Mgmt. 654-8300.
close to campus. Utilities pd. Northern _
Available immediately. Reasonable
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
rent. Sholl-term leases: Telephone
$190/mo. Avail. irmiediately. 1 blk.
252-6153, leave a message.
lo campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
HOUSES/ONLY 5 LEFT.
groups of 510 12. Dan 251-1925.
WEST CAMPUS II
2-bdrm. apt., near Halerbecl<, large
NEED A FURNISHED APT. 7
tired of roommates? Call us today! bath, heat oouded. $250/mo. Call
251-6969.
253-1154.

3-BDRM.APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk. to C8""!>US- Gall Greg, 2673291, 251-4160, NIA255-1274.
1-BDRM. APTS.
for rent. $395/mo. Call Mal\ 2535787.
METROVIEW APTS.

2 and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., />JC, security
garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
wnh private bathroom and />JC for
the older sfudent. Util. included.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
APTS.
heat-pd., q'tf,,rrNO;;-f',/C, intercom
entry, parl<l/,g. E.1'.M. 251-6005.

'8'-BDRM. HOUSE FOR WOMEN
keyed rooms, laundry, parking,
wal~ng distance. Carla 252-9839.
CO-ED VOLLfcYBALL
summer leagues starting! Barbeque
parties, etc. All lor our valued
tenants! Call 251-6969.
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
caH 1oday to see an apl-EFF, 3 & 4bdrm.
avail.
253-1154
or
www.rent.net/ads/select
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or 251-9418.

2 & 3-BDRM. APT.
summer and fall. Allan 253-3488, or
251-1010.

HALENBECK APTS.
ocm renting for summer and fall.
Two full bathrooms, 4-bdrm. apts.
259-9434.
M & M SUITES
1-room· efficiencies avail. now,
summer and fall. Util., cable
TV, included. 259-9434.

.FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
io share 2-bdrm. apt. $250/mo.
Avail. immed., call Sheila al 2021250.
2-BDRM. APT.
$250/person, 12 mo. lease starting
June 1. Util., parl<ing, />JC pd. 2536606.

3-, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 kx:ations to choose front Decks,

garages, 2 full baths, 1ree parl<ing. .
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from ca""l>us on
MALE OR FEMALE
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone ineach bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge •tchen, big flving room,
NOW RENTING
FOR THE 1998-99 school year. satellite TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
251-1814 or scsuhousing.com. 240-6988.
campus Management.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
AMENmES PLUS
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd., Select Properties.
OW, />JC, 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
HOUSING FOR GROUPS OF
251-8284, 251-9418.
5,6,7,9,10,11 AND 12
2·AND 3-BDR~. APTS.
close to.SCSU..AJso..J~and Jc
for women. Hea~ elec. pd. Parl<ing, bdrm. apts. Dan 251, t925. ·
laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451._-"'
' " UN!:fERSITY SQUARE II
4-BDRM. APTS.
4-bdrm. apts. avail. now. OW, />JC,
various floor plans. Call 259-9673, micros., on-sne laundfry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
or 249-2617.
parl<ing. Call SM & M 253-1100.
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4-bdrm. apt. OW, NC. 240-0679, or
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
250-0679.
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2 Management, 251-1814.
OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. Includes
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
heat, OW, micro., />JC, blinds. 575 • on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 47th S1. S. 252-9226.
bdnn. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm., security, OW, micro., heat.
8-BDRM. HOUSE
240-0679, 250-0679.
avail. Aug. 1. 2 knchens, 3
bathrooms, washer/dryer, free
APTS., ROOMS AND
parking. $215/person. Must have 8
EFF1CIENCIES
people. Call Apartment Finders, many styles and locations. One call
259-4040.
rents n all! 253-1154, Select Prop.

M & M APTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
4-bdrm. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.

REMODELED 4-BDRM. HOUSE
$285, everything included, 2 blks.
IVY APTS.
from campus. 656-9781, ask for 4-bdrm..apts., OW, micro., security
Dave.
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
_ _ _S_U_M_M-ER-RA_TES
_ _ _ · 259-9673, Courrier Prop.

S.E. and Campus locations,
$100/mo. Gall Northern Mgmt. 6548300.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY ·
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.

SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE

$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. Util., parl<ing pd. 253-6606.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 251·
9418.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

1-BDRM.AP!
sublease, needed $370/roonlh, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parl<ing included.
Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and b~leve~. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library si1e on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
To pray is to lack faith in your god
and your se!. If the Christian god
helped one group of people who
needed help, and not another group
of people who needed help, just
because more people are praying
for one group than the other, then
the Christian god is immoral and
evil. Any alleged scientific study
which finds that prayer "works•
proves that god is immoral, evil and
anti-biblical. (Matt. 21:22) (John
14:14) Morality would entail
considering merit alone. A person
could be sick, unconscious, no one
pra0ng .for them, y~t ~rve help.
Dare to question rehgior{ Atheism is

true.

For Sale
MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well taken care of.
Asldng $5,000 or BIO. Call 6853917, ask for Scott.
USED ROLLERBLADE 8 1fl
Bauer, $100. Almost new. Call 2021387, ask for Perry.

1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
550 motorcyfcle 15,000M. Great
condition. can 25J.3335, evenings.

Notices
SCHOLARSHIP!!
now accepting applicatioos for three
$100 Douglas Jirik Memorial
Schlarships presented by Delta
Sigma Pi. Pre-business or business
majors. Applications in BB main

office.
"WELL-KEPT SECRETS fl,
PLANNING COMMUNITY CARE
FOR THE ELDERLY"
Thursday, Apnl 16, 1998

Sa.m. -4p.m.

St. Cloud Technical College Room
1-244
The conference is for health and
gereatric professionals to endance
skills in assisting older people to
maintain their independence and
dignity through their life's transttion.
We will explore legal and ethical
issues related to discharge planning
an advance directives alopg with
discussing community resources
avail. to seniors and their families.
Please register by calling the St
Cloud Teclm<al College Center for
Innovation
and
Economic
Development at 320 656-5039. The
registration deadline is April 9, 1998.
This event is sponsored by the
Central MN Council on Aging, The
St. Cloud Technical College Center
for Innovation and Economic
Development, Central MAGEC and
Central SAIL

Employment
SUMMER WORK
$475/wk. to start. Loca company
will have openings for summer work
and full-time yr. round work. Great
work environment and great
experience. Interviews will be held
Tues. Apnl 14, n the Herbert Room
at Atwood Meroorial Center. 10 a.m.
-4 p.m. orcall 251-1752.
EARN $750 • $1,SOOWEEK
ra~ all the money your student

t:~;::\~Y ~~~s~~:

investment & very little time needed.
There's no ot;~ation, so why not
call fpr information today. Gal 1800-323-8454 x95.
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'HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A
WEEKEND JOB?'
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
staff to wort< Fnday 5:30 p.m. Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are
located near Annandale, just 25 min.
S.E. lo SI. Cloud and Eden Praine.
Work 2 -12 weekends this summer,
and could continue next school
yearl Wort< with adults & ldds with
disabilities. Will train. All majors can
apply, both guys and women
welcome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
friendl@spacestar.com
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
POSmONS AVAIL
will train, flexible hours, competitive
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND TOUR
JOBS
excellent benefits. World travel. Ask
how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56812.

$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1 ~
218-9000Ext.T-3883forl~ings.
$1 ,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

--------FREET-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, ·sororities & groups. Any

campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA appl<ation. Call 1-800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. can 410 783-8275.
LIVE~N SUMMER NANNY IN
TWIN CITIES SUBURB
two great keels! Weekends off. Own
car necessary. Call collect 612 5595040.
BILINGUAL
earn great $ using tt. Contact 2530698 to schedule interview. Serious
inquires only.
HAIRSTYLIST
wort< on campus. Captain Ron's Too
in Atwood Memorial Center seeking
part-time hair stylists. Flexible hours,
convenient location. Competitive
wages based on experience. Perks.
Call 654-8998 or 251-0137.

R::~~i1:~~f::J~G

HELP WANTED
mervwomen earn $375 weekly
processing/assembling Med<al I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience ~ecessary, will train. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.
'
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
THECmES?
Friendship Ventures is hiring college
stud~nts. We will provide the
training if you provide the positive
attitude and energy! Earn a salary
plus free room & board! Many
positions avail. at Camp Friendship
and Eden Wood serving children &
adults
will)
developmental
disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE
1-800-450-8376.
1friendl@spacestar.com
LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get pak! to drive? give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min.DOT,CDLpreferred,253-2226.

ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, craft
specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse.
June 10 to Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507 373-6002.
LIVE~N~A
personal care attendant wanted
part-time hours. Call Chad at 656·
9233.
GRADUATING SENIORS
full-time position · for a unique

·"school to work transition• program.
Good pay wrth good schedule!
Positions to start in fall '98 with
opportunities
for
summer
employment.
1-800·450-8376,
Chet.
1 friendl@spacestar.com

EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memolink
needs 1 highly motivated individual
to direct its summer sale&"marketing
project at St. Cloud. Contact Pete at
888 509-6313.
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.

9-yr-old twins in our home ·this · SUMMER JOBS/SO CAMPS/YOU
summer. Reliable transportation a
CHOOSE!!
must. 656-9589, after 6 p.m.
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID basketball, lieguards, wsi, baseball,
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
gymnastics, sailing, etc. Anene
while raising money for your student Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
organization. Earn up to $5 per Vw.a/
MasterCard application. The first 50
groups to complete the fund-raiser
receive FREE MOVIE PASSES!
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
Gall for details. 1-800-932-0528 x
75.

NAKED
do you feel th~ way without $.
Looldng to fill top pa0ng part-time
and full-time positions in sales and
management. 253-0698.
OCEAN LOVERS
make great $ working with
environmentally
conscious
company making a difference. 2530698.

NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Naionwide Professional Families.
Top salarieS. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.

enjoy working and playing outdoors
with children. Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water
trampoline., Co-ed· youth ·camp
located 30 minutes S.W. of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
women.
Certified lifeguards,
program counselors, envir. ed.
assistants, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of
employment start June i3. Must be
18 or older. Training provided.
Salary plus room and board.
Preference given to college
students internships welcome. Call
tor app oc interview 612 414:8085
THINKING ABOUT COMMUTING
NEXT YEAR?
if you are in the Maple Grove,
Plymouth, Brooklyn Part< area. Give
me a call. Debbie 323-2989.

ATTENTION ACCOUNTING
STUDENT
part-time book-keeper needed.
Approx. 4hrs./wk., payroll/bank and
sales. Jouma.1/?C skills desirable.
Year round position, salary open.
Please
call
253-2249,
evenings/weeekends
TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
JOBS:
priva_
te children's camps, NY, PA.
New England. 6/20-MO. Call
Artene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.

Attention
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WOs. Your area. Toll free 1·
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.

ATMOSPHERE OF INNER
PEACE BOOKS
while brow,,ng through tarot cards,
unique jewtry, incense, music,
stones, crystals and greeting cards,
includ"ing the Secrets of Your Day of
Birth cards. · Books on spirtual
growth, psychic development,
reincarnation, astrology, dreams
and more. Psychic readings. Six
blks. west of Crossroads in white
house just past Burger Time.
Gall 320 253-1817.
.
EUROPE • SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Ganbbearv Mexk:o $229 rn. Gall 1800-326-2009.
http: //www.airllrtch.org
WHAT ff l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call st.· Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. ,24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Suite 205, St. Cloud.

RESUME SERVICE
student pacl<ages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, au cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,

$6.
PERSONAL ALARM
. helps protect friends, family or
yourseM with an ear-splitting wail
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
9-volt battery (not included). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alarms only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to Robert J. Roo
11925 7th sl N.E.
Dept. 1-SC
Mp~., MN 55434
.
In MN add 6.5% sales tax.

ENJOY THE PEACEFUL

Tired of being a little fish in a

BIG POND?
By applying for a position at the University
Chronicle you will not only gain writing, layout
and communication skills. but also become a
piranha in the SCSU pond. We are looking for
bright, energetic, slightly crazy people to apply
for 1he following positio/ls; F.ditor, Advenising
Manager and Business Manager for June 1998
through May 1999.
Contact Ryan Voz,for details at
13 Stewart hall, 255-2449

r------------~-----,
: ~ $25.00 :
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Rejerral Bonus f
I

Give to a friend. If they sign a lease with Campus·Management, · I
you receive $25 off your.first month's rent
I
(1998-99 school year).
I
Your Name___________

I

L __________________ J
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INSTANT CREDIT

'.

~

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no inco

?

I I~~~~.~-:-:_·--·W&f

. Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cqrd8'? ...

·;

r.-~---------------------------------------~
ORDER
FORM
.

YES!

.

I want C#J•t·W-Nii:J#i•t•h)#l;Mi/·1! Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name ........ - - -
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